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The North Unit irrigation District of Central Oregon,

a water project developed under the guidelines of the
Bureau of Reclamation, is characterized by limited water
and the need for efficient utilization and control of the
irrigation system.

To manage the limited water resource,

irrigators need a timely and economical method of detecting
problems associated with parameters of the irrigation water
management system.

The primary objective of this research was to determine
the practicality of utilizing thermal infrared imagery and
color infrared photography for assessing irrigation water
management problems.

Within this objective the key tasks

were to: examine the relationship between the physical and
cultural components that play an integral role in irrigation

water management; determine the applications of remote
sensing for detecting non-uniformity of water distribution
over selected fields during three stages of crop growth;

determine the applications of remote sensing for detecting
crop response in relation to a diversity of field conditions;
determine the application of remote sensing for analyzing
conveyance system leakage sites; and examine possible
techniques for maintaining proper irrigation water management.

A field survey of the area covered by the overflights
was used to map patterns of fields and irrigation methods.
Additionally, maps showing soil series and percent slope
were produced of the overflight coverage area.

The survey

and maps provided a valuable reference during interpretation
of the imagery and photography to determine relationships
between soils, topography, crop type, size and shape of
fields, and irrigation methods employed.

Information on cropping history, soil amendments, and
irrigation scheduling strategies were obtained from case
study farmers.

Ground-based measurements were made in

conjunction with overflights to determine field characteristics.

This involved precise notation of weather conditions,

soil parameters and crop characteristics of case study sites.

The thermal infrared imagery (flown May 21, May 24, July
7, and September 7, 1979) and color infrared photography

(flown May 12, July 9, and September 7, 1979) were analyzed
with the aid of a stereomicroscope, film viewing light table,
and digital image processor.

Data gathered through farm interviews, ground-based
measurements, and imagery and aerial photographic interpretation were statistically treated using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences program at Oregon State
University.

The results of this research demonstrate the practicality of using thermal infrared imagery and color infrared
photography for detecting problems associated with the
irrigation water management system.

The thermal infrared

imagery was useful for detecting canal leakage, non-uniformity
of water distribution at all stages of crop growth, and
apparent crop canopy temperatures as an indicator of crop
stress.

The color infrared photography was useful for detecting
crop stress resulting from a variety of field conditions.

Field conditions detected on the photography and affecting
crop health

included physical parameters of the land resource

base (soils, topography, and climate), the influence of
irrigators through tillage practices, the affect of irrigation
water applications, and the influence of applications of
herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers.

Additionally, color

infrared photography was used to determine the extent of
unexpected system problems (e.g. flooding caused by a lateral
canal plugging).
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WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE NORTH DESCHUTES UNIT
IRRIGATION DISTRICT:

GEOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES

AND REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Introduction to the Problem
Water resource availability has played a major role in
the direction and character of agricultural development in
the arid Western United States.

Few other geographical

factors have had as great an impact in establishing the
present pattern of agricultural crop production.

Within

this region of limited water supply, including Central Oregon, the efficient utilization and control of irrigation
water is essential.

Proper irrigation management should assure an adequate
supply of available moisture in the soil throughout the
growing season.

Management requires close monitoring of

irrigation conveyance systems, application systems and
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drainageways.

Canal seepage problems can greatly decrease

water available for application to crops.

For irrigation

projects in the United States, it has been estimated that on
the average one half of the water is lost between the dam
head of a canal system and the crop in the field, most of it
apparently by leakage from the canals and ditches (Committee
on Remote Sensing for Agricultural Purposes, 1970, p.20).

Non-uniformity of water distribution by the irrigation system may result in too much water on the crop, which could
reduce yields or destroy the crop.

Additionally, over-

irrigation causes unnecessary loss of plant nutrients by
leaching and contributes significantly to drainage problems
in irrigated areas.

Irrigation water management must ad-

dress those concerns and also give attention to adequate
land and soil preparation and to the selection of adaptable
crops and tillage systems that will maximize yields and gain
water use efficiency.

Problem Statement

Throughout the irrigation season crops are subject to
many conditions that may result in abnormal plant growth.

Irrigators need a rapid and economical method of detecting
these field conditions so that timely corrective courses of
action can be taken.

This research suggests an approach to

3

meeting this need through its orientation toward proof of
the basic hypothesis that remote sensing can play a practical and timely role in detecting irrigation water management
problems associated with conveyance systems, on-farm water
application efficiency, drainageways, and crop response in
relation to field conditions.

Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research was to determine
the practicality of utilizing thermal infrared imagery and
color infrared photography for assessing irrigation water
management problems in the North Unit Irrigation District of
Central Oregon.
1)

Within this objective the key tasks were to:

examine the relationships between the physical

and cultural components that play an integral role in irrigation water management;
2)

determine the application of remote sensing

for analyzing uniformity of water distribution by the irrigation systems over selected fields during three different
stages of crop growth;
3)

determine the application of remote sensing

for analyzing crop response in relation to a diversity of
field conditions;
4)

determine the application of remote sensing

4

for analyzing primary and secondary conveyance systems to
determine characteristics of seepage problems; and
5)

examine possible techniques for maintaining

proper irrigation water management.
Literature Review

Research applications of remote sensing to various aspects of land and water use have been a focus for a number
of researchers in the past.

Extensive research into crop

discrimination by remote sensing has been in progress for
over a decade.

An example of research of this type is found

in the publication, Remote Multispectral Sensing in Agriculture, by the Purdue University Agricultural Experiment
Station.

This study, published in September of 1968, dis-

cusses macro and microphysical aspects of crop detection.

A report by the Committee on Remote Sensing for Agricultural Purposes, Remote Sensing:

With Special Reference

to Agriculture and Forestry, was published in 1970.

The

report discusses the uses, potentialities, and needs of remote sensing in agriculture and forestry.

It then gives a

technical appraisal of imaging with photographic and nonphotographic sensors and discrimination techniques.

The

article provides an overview of remote sensing and the phys-

iological properties of plants and soil, water, and plant
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relations.

It suggests that a remote sensing system can

materially assist in the maintenance and operations of existing irrigation systems.

Considerable interest has developed in the past few
years on the use of color infrared photography for agricultural management.

Three articles provide an example of such

An article by William H. Anderson, Infrared Film for

work.

Aerial Photography published in the February 1979 Irrigation

Age, summarizes typical applications for color infrared film
in agriculture.

The author points out the importance of

planning overflight coverage during various stages of crop
growth.

An article published in the April 1978 American Vegetable Grower, Looking Ahead With Infrared by Martin L.

Pitney, discusses the use of color infrared photography for
pinpointing irrigation problems on center pivot sprinkling
irrigation systems which allows farmers to improve their
profit margin.

Another similar article by Gerald H. Smith,

Check Trouble Spots With Infrared, published in the JulyAugust 1978 Irrigation Age, briefly examined the use of
color infrared photography on crops as an effective tool to
identify abnormal growth in small or large areas in the
field.

During the last decade there has been a sustained
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research drive in the use of thermal infrared for agricultural research.

A few of these studies will be summarized to

provide a review of the scope of this type of research.

A

report, Thermal Infrared for Soil Temperature Studies by
Victor I. Myers and Marvin D. Heilman, published in Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing in October 1969,
discusses how the association of surface temperatures with
as many soil characteristics as possible enhances the opportunity for using remote sensing to help identify the responsible soil factors.

The authors suggest that thermal infra-

red sensors as a supplement to color or black and white
photography provide

an advantage over the use of any one

approach in the discrimination of problems.

In an article published in the Proceedings of the International Workshop on Earth Resources Survey Systems in May
1971 by Craig L. Wiegand, he provides a list of some applications of thermal scanners and illustrates some factors
affecting the temperature of plants, soil, and water.

A doctoral dissertation by William H. Allen entitled
"Remote Sensing of Fallow Soil Moisture Using Visible and
Infrared Sensors", was designed to give a theoretical treatment of the cause-and-effect relationships between the physics of the soil and the resulting energy response to be
expected in the visible, near infrared, and thermal infrared
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wavelenths. Laboratory and field studies were performed to
determine the feasibility of and the extent to which soil
moisture levels of fallow fine sandy loam soil could be
detected and categorized using visible and near infrared
photographic films and near and thermal infrared energy
detectors as sensors (Allen, 1972).

A publication by J.F. Bartholic, L.N. Namken, and C.L
Wiegand, reports that thermal scanners were used to evaluate
relative plant-water stress.

This article, Aerial Thermal

Scanner to Determine Temperatures of Soils and of Crop Canopies
Differing in. Water Stress, was published in September of 1972
in the Agronomy Journal.

An article by T. Schmugge, P. Gloersen, T. Wilheit, and
F. Geiger, expressed an interest in remote sensing of the
moisture content of soils because of the difficulty in making
direct measurements over large areas or in inaccessible
areas.

The findings of this research, published in the Jan-

uary 1974 Journal of Geophysical Research, entitled Remote
Sensing of Soil Moisture With Microwave Radiometers, describe how it is possible to observe brightness temperature
variations produced by changes in soil moisture with airborne microwave radiometers flying over unvegetated terrain.

The authors demonstrated that the response is a function of
the wavelength of the radiometer and the distribution of the
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moisture in the soil.

Detection of Soil Moisture by Remote Surveillance, by
Sherwood B. Idso, Ray D. Jackson and Robert J. Reginato,
published in the September-October 1975 American Scientist,
discussed possible applications of thermal infrared to measure soil moisture content in soils.

Prediction of crop

yields, pest outbreaks, plant disease, management of crops,
and erodibility detection were some potential applications
discussed.

In a subsequent study in January 1978, a publi-

cation by John P. Millard, Ray D. Jackson, Robert C. Gottelman, Robert J. Reginato and Sherwood B. Idso, dealt with
Crop Water Stress Assessment Using an Airborne Thermal Scanner.

In this study, crop canopy temperatures obtained from

the airborne thermal scanner correlated well with plantwater-stress measurements.
was upon wheat.

The major emphasis in this study

Because all measurements were made after

wheat heading, the canopies were mostly full and little confusion existed between canopy and soil background temperatures.

The authors suggested the need for further research

to correlate airborne acquired canopy temperatures with
actual plant temperatures during sparse canopy conditions.

The authors concluded that the results of their study would
aid in irrigation scheduling and crop yield prediction but
suggested a research need toward determining the time-
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frequency of coverage required to monitor accurately
irrigation needs.

Each of these studies provides significant amounts of
background information for this dissertation.

This study

builds upon this information base in the following ways:
1)

the study examines the geographic relation-

ships between the physical and cultural components of an
irrigation water management system that play an important
role in problem discrimination on the remote sensing imagery
and photography;
2)

the study focuses on the practical aspects of

remote sensing applications to the irrigation water management system including the principal components of water conveyance, moisture distribution, crop response and drainage;
and
3)

it provides an integrated approach to problem

discrimination using both thermal infrared imagery and color
infrared photography during three crop observation periods.
Research Design
Published Material

Basic documentary research provided an important part of
the background information for this study.

The major sources

of information at the federal level included National Aero-
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nautics and Space Administration, United States Department
of Agriculture, the Bureau of Census, the Bureau of Reclamation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
and the National Academy of Sciences.

State and regional

support came through the Oregon Department of Agriculture,

Oregon State Water Resources Board, Pacific Northwest Cooperative Extension Service, Oregon State University (OSU)

Water Resources Research Institute, OSU Agriculture Experiment Station, OSU Extension Service, and OSU Cooperative
Extension Service publications.

Other supportive material

was found in past masters theses and doctoral dissertations,
and professional journals dealing with crop health, irrigation water management and remote sensing.

Information Recorded by the North Unit
Irrigation District Office

Three important types of information were recorded by
the North Unit Irrigation District office.

A log was kept

of the daily water records during the irrigation season for
each of the ten major rides.
major components:

This involved notation of four

total water removed from the main canal;

the amount actually delivered to the farms; the change in
demand for the next day; and the difference between the
amount removed from the canal and the amount actually deliv-
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ered to the farm.
per second.

All entries were recorded in cubic-feet

Secondly, a water record was kept by month

during the irrigation season for each irrigator in the district.

This record noted the amount of water delivered to

the irrigators in acre-feet.

The third type of information

involved the recording of daily evaporation and climatological observations at the district office weather station.

This third component was important for analyzing agroclimatological characteristics of the North Unit.

Imagery and Photography
Acquisition and Flight Planning
The color infrared photography and thermal infrared
imagery used in this research were flown by two separate
aerial surveillance teams.

Thermal infrared imagery was

flown on May 21, 1979, over the Main North Unit Canal.

Ther-

mal infrared imagery was also flown following a planned
flight line over the North Unit Irrigation District on May
24, July 7, and September 7, 1979.

All of these thermal

infrared overflights were made by the Oregon National Guard
at the request of the Department of Economic Development,
Central Oregon Regional Office, located in Bend.

The Guard

utilized the HRB Singer AN/AAS 14 infrared sensing equipment on a Mohawk OV-1 aircraft.
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Color infrared aerial photography was taken on May 12,
July 9, and August 5, 1979, over the same planned route as
the National Guard overflights.

This aerial reconnaissance

was flown by James W. Rinker using a Hasselblad 500 EL Camera on a vertical aircraft camera mount in a light aircraft.
The color infrared photography was developed by Rapid
Color in Glendale, California, for the first two overflights.
The third set of photography was developed at Precision
Photo Laboratory, Inc., in Dayton, Ohio.

All thermal infrared imagery was developed by the Oregon National Guard at the Army Aviation Support Facility in
Salem, Oregon.

Enlargements of the color infrared aerial photography
were obtained from W.A.C. Corporation Photo Laboratory
Services in Eugene.

The enlargements increased the utility

of the imagery for use in the field.

Planning the overflights required decisions on flight
line location, orientation and length, timing of overflights, and flight altitudes.

Flight line location, orientation and length were
based upon two factors:
1)

the diversity of physical characteristics and

cultural practices; and
2)

ground access to fields.
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Diversity of physical characteristics and cultural
practices were determined through mapping of the land use

distribution in the North Unit Irrigation District using
color infrared photography taken in August 1978 for the Oregon State University Environmental Remote Sensing Applications Laboratory (ERSAL), the interpretation of which was
aided by review of soils and irrigation suitability maps, an
interview with Robert Wagner, the manager of the North Unit
Irrigation District, and field checks.

Once a tentative line had been drawn, Robert Wagner

provided the author with a list of irrigators farming along
the proposed flightline that would likely cooperate in such
a study.

Letters were sent to the irrigators identifying

the author and providing them with information about the
project.

Personal contacts were made to enlist the coopera-

tion of six of the irrigators and to obtain information on
location of their fields, crop types grown, and irrigation
methods employed.

These farms hereafter in this study will

be referred to as case study farms.

The six case study farms

include 47 fields, 10 representative crop types, and 5 different irrigation methods within the overflight coverage area.
The 47 fields contain 1738.27 acres in total.

After enlist-

ing the cooperation of the case study farmers, a formalized
flight line was drawn on 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographical
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Timing of overflights involved decisions on seasonality
Overflights were flown

and time of day for optimum results.
during three crop observation periods:

pre-emergence/emer-

gence, mid-growing season, and pre-harvest/post-harvest.

It

was felt that these overflight periods would most effectively
satisfy the objectives of this research.

Timing of over-

flights within a 24 hour period was made to optimize the
image contrast.

Color infrared photography was flown near

1200 hours to minimize shadows.

Thermal overflights were

flown at 2100 and 1300 hours for comparative purposes and to
maximize the detected radiant energy.

The thermal infrared and color infrared overflights

were flown at flight altitudes which facilitated detailed
image interpretation

and analysis.

Thermal infrared was

imaged at altitudes ranging from 3350 to 5050 feet.

The initial scales of the color infrared transparencies
range from 1:31,000 to 1:33,200.

Enlargements produced by

W.A.C. Corporation Photo Laboratory increased the scale from
the transparencies to a range from 1:12,350 to 1:14,480 on a
5 X 5 format and to a range from 1:7,800 to 1:8,340 on an
8 X 8 format.
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Ground Based Measurements and Field Observation
A field survey was made for the area covered by the
thermal and color infrared overflights to note crop characThis

teristics, patterns of fields, and irrigation methods.
information was mapped at a scale of 1:24,000.

As an addi-

tional aid to analysis, maps showing the distribution of soil
series and percent slope were constructed for the field
survey area.
1)

The survey and maps served two main functions:
they provided the author with a valuable refer-

ence during the interpretation of all the overflights made
during the growing season; and
2)

the information was used for comparative

purposes to determine the relationship between soil characteristics, topography, crop type, size of fields, and irrigation methods employed in the district.

The survey totalled 10,831.78 acres of irrigated land
or 18 percent of the total irrigated area in the North Unit.
Field site information was gathered at an average of 19
sites on the case study farms for 6 data gathering periods.
Three of these data gathering periods were in conjunction
with the planned overflights.

The three additional data

gathering periods took place when overflights were planned
but required cancellation due to weather conditions.

The 19
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sites were selected for each data gathering period based upon their diversity of physical and cultural characteristics
which would aid in meeting the study objectives.

The exact

location of these sites were noted on 1:24,000 U.S.G.S. topographic maps.

This facilitated rapid location during the

interpretation and analysis stage of the research.

Ground based measurements at the field sites involved
precise notation of weather conditions, soil parameters, and
crop characteristics (Appendix I).

This was accomplished

with various field instruments including a Barnes PRT-5 radiation thermometer, Suomi net radiometer, field microbarometer, sling psychrometer, Brunton compass, infiltrometer,
meter stick and lab tests of soil samples including textural analysis, structural analysis, pH analysis, and soil
moisture evaluations.

Additionally, a Canon AE-1 camera was

used to take ground level color photographs of the field
sites.

Radiance values of prominent surface objects, specific
humidity, and ambient air temperature readings were recorded
for at least 3 of 19 field sites simultaneously with the
thermal infrared overflights to properly reference the
imagery.

The three Suomi net radiometers used in this study were
mounted on a stand one meter above the ground surface.

Each
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radiometer was constructed according to Suomi and Kuhn (1958).
The thermometer readings from the top and bottom of the radiometer were then converted to a net radiation figure in Langleys using the following formula;

Rnet = A (Tt4-Tb4) + k(Tt-Tb) + error
where, A = 1.25
k = .0025
Tt = temperature of the top in °C.

Tb = temperature of the bottom in

C.

error = the accuracy correction factor of
the constructed net radiometer.

The Suomi economical net radiometers were calibrated
against the more sophisticated Swisstico hemispherical net
pyrradiometer which works basically on the same principle.
This was accomplished with the aid of Dr. H. Richard Holbo
at the Oregon State University Forest Research Laboratory.
The three net radiometers were found to be 93.36 percent,
89.27 percent, and 82.15 percent accurate.

The model PRT-5 Precision Radiation Thermometer used in
this study is a completely portable, non-contact, directreading, temperature measuring instrument.

The PRT-5 con-

sists of an optical unit and an electronics unit.

The

optical unit continuously compares the amount of energy
emitted by the target with that emitted by an internal con-
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trolled reference environment.

The electronics unit proc-

esses this comparison into a voltage which is directly related to the energy difference between the target and the
reference.

This voltage is metered at the front panel in

terms of an equivalent blackbody temperature.

The precision

and stability of the instrument are achieved by using a very
sensitive hyper-immersed thermistor bolometer as the radiation detector mounted in a lightly controlled reference cavity.

The optical unit's field of view is 2° (Barnes Engineer-

ing Company, pp.1-1,1-2).

Ground-based measurements at canal leakage sites involved precise notation of canal, bank, and leakage characteristics (Appendix II).

This was accomplished with the aid of a

Brunton compass, infiltrometer, meter stick, and lab tests of
soil samples including textural analysis, structural analysis, pH analysis, and soil moisture evaluations.

Interview with Irrigators in
the North Unit Irrigation District
After approval of the Oregon State University Human

Subjects Board, case study farmers were interviewed using
the questionnaire in Appendix III.

The questionnaire pro-

vided the author with information on planting characteristics, cropping history, soil amendments, irrigation
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scheduling strategies, reasons for use of the irrigation
method, crop health problems, and other characteristics

noted by the farmer for crops grown on 20 of the 47 fields
of the case study farms.

Interviews with Agricultural Officials
Informal personal interviews were conducted with the

North Unit Irrigation District Manager, the Jefferson County
Extension Agent, and other irrigation research specialists
and government resource managers.

These interviews pro-

vided the author with additional insight into the structure
and organization of the North Unit Irrigation District and
aided in evaluating irrigation water management problems and
trends.

Analytical Procedures
Remote Sensing Interpretation and Analysis
The color infrared photography and thermal infrared
imagery were interpreted and analyzed with the aid of a
stereomicroscope, film viewing light table, and digital
image processor.

Two methods were used in remote sensing analysis.

Meth-

od one involved visual image interpretation of color infra-
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red photography and thermal infrared imagery using the microstereoscope and film viewing light table.

The second method involved the color enhancement of the
thermal infrared imagery using a digital image processor.
The digital image processor converted the continuous grey
tone of thermal infrared images into a series of density intervals, or slices, each corresponding to a specified digital
range.

Each digital slice is displayed as a separate color.

This technique emphasizes subtle grey-scale differences that
may be unrecognizable to the viewer (Sabins, 1978, pp.253254).

Additionally, density slicing facilitated comparisons

with features on the color infrared photography.
The fields and specific sites where ground-measurements

had taken place, were located on the aerial photography and
imagery and interpretation factors noted.
detectability, tone

Factors included

or hue, texture, size, shape, pattern,

image contrast, and association with other features.

Charac-

teristics on aerial photography and on the imagery not previously noted during field site evaluations, such as irregularities in water distribution or crop health problems, were
marked on the imagery and located on 1224,000 U.S.G.S. topographic maps.

Subsequent field evaluations and interviews

with all case study farmers confirmed the type of feature
found on the imagery and aerial photography.
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Canal seepage sites were identified on the May 21 and
July 7, 1979, thermal infrared imagery and interpretation
Seepage site locations were labelled

factors were recorded.

on 1:24,000, 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic maps.

Subse-

quent field checks were made to record the actual feature
interpreted.

Where a canal seepage problem existed, canal

site data were recorded.

Data Processing
The field site data, canal site data, questionnaire
responses, interpretation characteristics, and water use information were processed with the aid of a computer at Oregon State University.

The field site data included 33 var-

iables; the canal leakage analysis, 22 variables; the questionnaire responses, 64 variables; the interpretation characteristics, 81 variables; and the water use data, 9 variables.

These data sets were coded and then punched on com-

puter cards.

Using the Oregon State University Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), means, standard deviations and frequency distributions for appropriate variables
were determined.

Field survey maps showing crop type, field size, and
irrigation method were digitized with maps of the same area
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showing the spatial distribution of soil charactersitics and
topography to determine the relationship among these five
variables.

All the data sets, including those processed by the computer and those digitized using the OSU Department of Geography GP Series-6/40 sonic digitizer, form the bulk of the
analysis phase of this study.
Organization

Within a geographic framework for study, Chapters II
and III provide the necessary background information for the
subsequent chapters.

Chapter II provides information on the

geographic setting for this study, characteristics of the
historical development and evolution of the North Unit Irri-

gation District and its

current structure and organization.

Chapter III presents the physical geography of the research area including information on topography, geomorphology, soils, and agroclimatology of the district.

The in-

fluences of these variables on land capability, irrigation

suitability, and the potential for crop growth are also
presented.

The presentation and analysis of the research data begins in Chapter IV.

This involves an analysis of the fea

tures of the irrigation water management system that may
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influence the signature of an irrigated field on the remotely
sensed image or photograph.

The irrigation water management

system includes three basic sub-systems:

the conveyance sub-

system, the water application sub-system, and the crop management sub-system.

The application of thermal infrared imagery and color
infrared photography to irrigation water management is
examined in Chapter V.

Background is provided on the remote

sensing systems used and the applications of remote sensing
for analyzing primary and secondary canal leakage, uniformity
of water distribution by the irrigation systems, and crop response in relation to field conditions.

Chapter VI provides the summary and conclusions of this
study and also includes an examination of measures to improve
diagnosed problems and a discussion of the potential of an
integrated remote sensing applications program.

CHAPTER II

LOCATION, EVOLUTION, AND STRUCTURE OF THE
NORTH UNIT IRRIGATION DISTRICT
This chapter provides information on the geographic
location of the study area and the institutional forces in
which North Unit irrigators must operate.

Characteristics

of the historical development and evolution of the North Unit
Irrigation District provide

the framework for understanding

current structure, organization and potential for future
development.

Location of the Study Area
The North Unit Irrigation District of the Deschutes Project

is located within Jefferson County in Central Oregon

(Figure 1).

The area is part of the Deschutes River Basin,

a broad intermountain plain sloping slightly toward the
north.

The District is comprised of 58,800 acres of irri-

gated land in an area approximately six to ten miles wide
and thirty miles long.

It extends in a north-south direc-

tion directly to the east of the deep gorges containing the

Deschutes and Crooked Rivers.
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Madras, the county seat, is located near the center of
the North Unit and has a population of 2,180.

Two other

small communities, Culver and Metolius, are located on the
project.

Their populations are 550 and 410 respectively

(Portland State University, Center for Population and Research, Population Estimates of Counties and Incorporated
Cities, July 1, 1978).

The area has a semi-arid climate with annual precipitation averaging about 10 inches yearly, with variations
depending upon local topography.

Chapter

III will

provide a detailed evaluation of the district's climate and
land resource base.

Historical Development of the
North Unit Irrigation District

Early Development of the Area
In the late 1800's, the North Unit area was devoted almost exclusively to sheep grazing (C.C. Fisher, 1936, p.5).
Homesteading started about 1900 and by the time the railroad
was extended into the area in 1911, most of the land was
occupied.

Soon after the railroad's arrival most of the

tillable land in the area was plowed and utilized for dryland wheat or fallow (Van Winkle, 1950, p.9).
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The years 1910 to 1917 were unusually moist for the
area and good crops of wheat were produced, culminating in a
bumper crop in 1918.

This crop, together with World War I

prices for wheat, created a good market for land which was
reported to have sold for as much as fifty dollars per acre
(Van Winkle, 1950, p.10).

Land development continued into

the 1920's, and by 1926, about 40,000 acres of the North Unit
land were being dryland farmed (Kimball, 1961, p.14).
From the early 1920's through the mid-1930's precipitation gradually declined in the North Unit area (C.C. Fisher,
1936, p.6).

Many of the small farms were unable to carry

the heavy mortgage load

incurred during the lush war years,

and mortgages were foreclosed.

Other farms were voluntarily

sold or abandoned because they were not profitable dryland
units under the existing conditions (Van Winkle, 1950, p.10).
This situation reached a climax in 1934 when insufficient
precipitation resulted in a complete crop failure (C.C.
Fisher, 1936, p.6).

In 1934, the Resettlement Administration began purchasing marginal agricultural land in Jefferson County and
organized the Central Oregon Land Utilization Project.

This

project was later administered by the Soil Conservation Service.

The Resettlement Administration felt that grazing was

the best use for the land taken out of cultivation.

As a
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result, a large portion of the land purchased was planted to
Crested Wheatgrass.

About 1800 acres of the purchased land

included in the Central Oregon Land Utilization Project were
within the North Unit boundaries and were later given to
World War II veterans as homesteads (Van Winkle, 1950, p.11).
Through the long process of consolidation, abandonment, and
government purchase approximately 100 of the 400 farm families remained just prior to the beginning of irrigation
development.

Development of the Irrigation District
Irrigation had been carried on in the Deschutes Basin
as early as 1871.

The first major irrigation development in

the Basin was initiated in 1900 under provisions of the
Carey Act;for irrigation of 45,000 acres now known as the
Central Oregon Irrigation District.

Irrigation of the North Unit area lands had been considered for many years and the first serious study of such a
plan was undertaken in connection with the Oregon Cooperative work of 1913-1915.

In the Oregon Cooperative Report of

December, 1914, on The Deschutes Project, a plan outlined an
irrigable area of 99,300 acres.

Since the Deschutes River

flow was not adequate to supply irrigation water in the
summer months, storage of excess winter and spring flow of
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the river was planned by building dams at Benham Falls and
Crane Prairie (C.C. Fisher, 1936, p.10).

In preparation for possible irrigation in Jefferson
County, an irrigation district was organized on March 20,
1916, under the name of the North Unit Irrigation District,
containing an area of approximately 130,000 acres.

Bonds

were voted on in March, 1917, in the amount of $5,000,000
for the purpose of financing construction of the project.
Lack of interest was shown in this irrigation development
when only $90,000 of the $5,000,000 worth of bonds were sold.
The money raised through bonds sold, however, was used to
finance engineering investigations and to produce a cost
estimate for the project (C.C. Fisher, 1936, p.8).

The investigative work was completed in April, 1921, by
Herrmann and Wiley, consulting engineers.

They estimated

that 106,250 acres of land could be irrigated with a construction cost of $70 per acre.
age at Benham Falls.

The plan was based on stor-

At the time of the investigation nego-

tiations were underway with private interests to finance
construction of the project (C.C. Fisher, 1936, p.8).

In 1921, the U.S. Reclamation Service made a brief
field study and review of the Herrmann-Wiley plan for the
project.

The resulting plan was similar to the Herrmann-

Wiley plan except that the irrigable acres were reduced to
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80,000 acres.

This reduction was imposed by the State Water

Board because of the limited water supply in the Deschutes
Basin (Kimball, 1961, p.17).

The study was completed in

1922 by C.C. Fisher, a Reclamation Service engineer.

An

appropriation of $500,000 was secured at this time for the
beginning of construction of the North Unit Project.

In a

meeting between the Director of the Reclamation Service and
landowners of the North Unit Irrigation District, terms of
the contemplated construction contract were discussed.

On

being advised by the Director that the landowners would be
forced to dispose of their excess holdings over 160 acres of
irrigable land, at an appraised value set by a government
board, the Reclamation plan was rejected.

This decision was

encouraged by private interests who suggested that if the
Reclamation offer were rejected, the project could be fi-

nanced of private

funds with no acreage limitations.

With

the rejection by the farm owners to the acreage requirements
of the Reclamation law, the Reclamation Service withdrew its
appropriation of $500,000.

The private interests, due to

financial reverses or to other causes, later withdrew their

offer to finance the project (C.C. Fisher, 1936, pp8,9)
The North Unit Project laid dormant from 1921 to 1934,

during the period of declining precipitation.

In 1934, the

district was reorganized and was alloted $50,000 by the
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Bureau of Reclamation for investigation of storage possibilities in the upper Deschutes Basin, and $30,000 especially
for investigations of the North Unit.

C.C. Fisher was again

in charge of the study and the results were published in 1936.
The project features of this study were similar to those of
previous reports except that

the Benham Falls Reservoir site

was rejected as too leaky for successful use.

The Wickiup

Reservoir site, lying nearly thirty miles further upriver,
was selected as the main storage facility.

This reduced the

adequacy of the water supply from 80,000 to 50,000 irrigable
acres.

All the irrigation systems developed on the North

Unit project were to be gravity flow systems (Wagner, 1979).
Total planned construction costs were set at $9,223,669.
Whereas these estimates considered concrete lining of the bed
and canal banks of 39 miles of the main canal to reduce seepage, the feasibility study suggested lining only those sections found to be subject to excessive water loss (C.C. Fisher, 1936, p.B).

A finding of feasibility for the North Unit of the
Deschutes Project was signed by the Secretary of Interior and
approved by the President of the United States on November 1,
1937, for development under the laws of the Bureau of Reclamation.

The cost to be charged to irrigation users amounted to
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$8,000,000.

The finding of the feasibility study indicated

that the reimbursable portion of the cost of construction

would be returned within a maximum period of 40 years fixed
by the Reclamation law.

Civilian Conservation Corps camp

labor was to be utilized to supply $2,000,000 worth of labor
(Kimball and Castle, 1962, p.5).

Construction of water storage facilities for the North
Unit started in 1938.

After some delay due to World War II,

the first water was delivered to 142 farms in the spring-of
1946.

About 7,000 acres were irrigated that year.

By 1948,

26,200 acres were irrigated and 1949 marked the first year
that water was available to all the district lands (Van
Winkle, 1950, p.12).

During the first few years of the project, operators
found ample irrigation water available for successful irrigation except during peak demands.

The operators also found

that it took up to five days for water released from Wickiup
Reservoir to reach the North Unit, with the potential for
crop damage during this interval.

Additionally, it was found

that water was wasted through the diversion dam or canals
when reduced flow was required (Kimball, 1961, p.25).

To

remedy these problems, Haystack Equalizing Reservoir was
authorized for construction in 1954 at a cost of $1,600,000.

In the late 1960's, the North Unit Irrigation District
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constructed a 9-unit pumping plant on the Crooked River, at
an estimated cost of $651,000 to increase water available
for peak periods and to allow for some increase in the
acreage of irrigable land.

The plant pumps water from the

Crooked River into the North Unit Main Canal.

The pumps, in-

cluding certain replacement equipment, were furnished by the

United States Government at a cost of $37,430.

They were

obtained by the Bureau of Reclamation as surplus property

from the Atomic Energy Commission at Hanford, Washington
(Bureau of Reclamation, 1972, p.134).

Principal features of the North Unit Irrigation District
facilities today include Wickiup Dam and Reservoir in Deschutes County, North Unit Main Canal, Haystack Equalizing
Reservoir, a 9-unit pumping plant on the Crooked River, and
the lateral system (Figure 1).

The total project cost was

$13,199,032 (Bureau of Reclamation, 1972, p.134).
District Land Organization,

Allocation and Development
Beginning with the Reclamation Act of 1902, Congress
repeatedly reaffirmed the policies relating to Federal Reclamation projects.

The policies were designed to support the

fundamental objectives of Federal Reclamation which are to:
1)

provide opportunity for the maximum number of
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settlers on the land;
2)

distribute widely the Government subsidy in-

volved in interest free funds for irrigation; and
3)

promote the family farm as a described type of

rural life (Bureau of Reclamation, 1946, p.54).

Within this framework, family type farms were planned in
the North Unit.

They were to rely heavily on the value of

home produced food and livestock programs.
lamation

Although the Rec-

law would have allowed individuals to own 160 acres

of land, the contract signed by the water users in 1937 restricted ownership to only 40 acres per individual, and 80
acres of irrigable land per family.

The small size of the

units set by the Bureau of Reclamation was justified by past
experience on older Reclamation projects where 40 to 80 acres
had provided sufficient revenue to repay project costs
(Kimball and Castle, 1962, p.5).

It became apparent before operations on individual farm
units had progressed very far that the farm enterprises that

were suited to lands of the North Unit required larger acreages for economic viability.

In 1944, water users formally

requested that the farm size be increased (Kimball and
Castle, 1962, p.5).

This matter was formally investigated

with the result that in September 1945, a report entitled,
"Farm Unit Acreages, North Unit, Deschutes Project", pre-
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pared by the Bureau of Reclamation, supported the 160 acre
maximum limitation on farm ownership (Van Winkle, 1950, p.19).

As a result, the 160 acre limitation was accepted. In addition to the owned land, however, an operator was permitted to

lease land in excess of 160 acres provided that the terms and
conditions of the lease were satisfactory and in keeping with
the purpose of the Federal Reclamation laws, and that the
operation under the lease was beneficial to the lands (Osborn, 1951, p.62).

Linked integrally with the acreage limitations were
provisions designed to prevent speculation with project lands.

Before construction of the irrigation works was begun, landowners within the boundaries of the proposed irrigation de-

velopment entered into an agreement with the Bureau of Rec-

lamation establishing a maximum sale price of land to settlers on the basis of grades of land determined by an appraisal board (Van Winkle, 1950, p.16).
Maximum prices were set on land classes according to
their dry land value and penalties were included to prevent
higher prices being paid (Osborn, 1951, p.21).

For the best

land (Class I), the maximum price was set at twenty-three
dollars per acre.

Class II land, which met all the require-

ments of Class I land except for shallow soils over a hardpan or some irregularity in surface topography, sold for
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twenty dollars.

Class III land, limited by shallow soil

depth and surface slope sold for fifteen dollars.

It was

agreed by all land owners that lands held in excess of the
maximum limitation would not be

sold for more than the

appraised value (Van Winkle, 1950, p.17).

Land was classified rapidly with the assistance of
previous studies and land class lines often followed legal
rather than natural boundaries.

This practice, together with

little consideration of soil-irrigation relationships was the

basis for subsequent landowner requests for reappraisals and
reclassification (Kimball, 1961, pp.23,24).

In response to

these requests, reclassification of lands in the district
took place in 1948.

The basic capital outlays for the irrigator to develop
his land included:

land purchase, unless a war veteran;

levelling and other land modifications; irrigation structures
and ditching; farm buildings; farm residence; domestic water;
machinery and equipment; and livestock (Van Winkle, 1950, pp.
41,69).

Expenditures for land development were influenced by

the physical condition of the land as noted by the fact that
it required double the expenditure for each acre of Class III
land over that of Class I land.
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Characteristics of Settlers
The North Unit attracted settlers from many geographic
areas.

Although many of the settlers came from dry farms in

the immediate area and from the Willamette Valley, a large
number were from established irrigated areas.

This was

especially true of irrigators who moved into the project from
Southern Idaho and Eastern Oregon with considerable experience on irrigated farms.

The Federal Government allowed

homesteading by war veterans on land previously purchased by
the Government (Van Winkle, 1950, p.21).

Increased Efficiency in Farm Size

The original 50,000 acres in the North Unit were divided
into 642 planned ownership units with an average size of 77
acres (Kimball and Castle, 1962, p.6).

By 1949, the year

when water was available to the whole project, the 642
planned units had been combined into 550 operating units
(Kimball, 1961, p.27).

Rapid development of the land was possible in the district because of two factors; small amounts of cash outlays

were required, and a low labor input was needed in preparing
the land for irrigation (Van Winkle, 1950, p.29).

It was

realized, however, that a large portion of the irrigated land
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would require additional levelling.

During the first few years of the project, potatoes and
clover seed were very profitable crops.

Prices were con-

siderably higher than previous averages and yields were
excellent on the newly irrigated land.

Additionally, follow-

ing World War II, new technology allowed higher production
and greater efficiencies when the farmer adopted modern
methods.

Larger acreages were required to utilize the ex-

pensive equipment efficiently.

Since total acres were limit-

ed in the project area, more acres per farmer meant a reduced
number of farmers.

Farmers who were able to adapt to the new

techniques and economic conditions found it profitable to buy
or rent from less efficient farmers.

The result of the new

farming methods, economic conditions, and miscalculations in
establishing the original farm sizes resulted in a reduction in the number of operating units and within 8 years of

the project completion, there were 407 operating units with
an average size of 122 irrigable acres per farm (Kimball and
Castle, 1962, pp.1,6,36).

By 1977 there were 371 full time

operating units with an average size of 130.42 acres (Bureau
of Reclamation, 1977).

Water Allocation
Section 8 of the Reclamation Act of 1902 provided that
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nothing in the Reclamation Act was to interfere with the laws
of any state or territory relating to control, appropriation,

use, or distribution of water used in irrigation, and that
the Secretary of Interior in proceeding under the Act was to
proceed in conformity with state laws.

This section also

provided that the right to the use of water required under
the provisions of the Reclamation Act was to be pertinent to
the land irrigated and that beneficial use was to be the
basis, the measure, and the limit of the right (Golze, 1961,
pp.103,104).

In irrigation projects constructed by the Federal Government, the water right is acquired by the United States

from the state for the benefit of the water users' organization which is repaying the cost of the project.

Upon com-

pletion of payment of the cost, the water users' organization
becomes the owner of the water right issued by the state
(Golze, 1961, p.111).

The following water right withdrawals were made by the
Oregon State Engineer for the benefit of the project in con-

formity with the provisions of the laws of the State of Oregon to provide a major portion of the water for the project:
1)

withdrawal order made by John H. Lewis, State

Engineer for the State of Oregon, under the date of February
28, 1913; and
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2)

withdrawal order made by Charles E. Stricklin,

State Engineer for the State of Oregon, under the date of
November 22, 1934 (Bureau of Reclamation, 1954, p.9).
The rights involve a reservoir permit covering storage
of 187,000 acre-feet of water in Wickiup Reservoir and appro-

priate waters covering the diversion of 1,200 cubic feet per
second of waters of the Deschutes River.

Pursuant to the arrangements made at the time of filing
for the permits, the district was requested to assign these
permits to the United States within one year of the contract
date between the North Unit Irrigation District and the United
States (Bureau of Reclamation, 1954, p.10).

All irrigable lands in the project area have equal
priority as to time with respect to the right to receive water from the project works, regardless of the time when the
particular lands of the district were first supplied with water
from the project works.

Additionally, the U.S. Government

and the district do not abandon any of the waste, seepage or
return-flow waters attributable to the irrigation of the
lands to which water is supplied (Bureau of Reclamation, 1954,
p.10).

The North Unit Irrigation District levies a minimum an-

nual operation and maintenance charge against each irrigable
acre within the district, and payment of such minimum charge
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is required whether or not the water is used.

The amount

of water in acre-feet per acre which is delivered each year
on payment of the minimum annual charge is determined by the
district and does not exceed two acre-feet.

The amount of

water delivered each year in excess of the amount established is also determined by the district.

This additional water

delivered involves an excess charge (Bureau of Reclamation,
1954, pp.13,14).

The minimum operation and maintenance charge for the
1949 crop year was two dollars and fifty cents for two acrefeet of water.

Additional water was available in one-half

foot increments at two dollars per acre-foot up to a maximum
total of three feet (Van Winkle, 1950, p.12).

For the crop year 1979, the two acre-feet minimum charge
was ten dollars and fifty cents per acre, with a six dollar
and fifty cent per acre charge for the first acre-foot over
the minimum, and seven dollars and fifty cents on every acrefoot over the first three acre-feet.

Water from the Crooked

River costs ten dollars and fifty cents per acre for one
acre-foot with a six dollar and fifty cent charge for the

first acre-foot over the initial one foot and seven dollars
and fifty cents per acre for every acre-foot used over the
first two acre-feet.

For the 1980 crop year, the minimum

charge for two acre-feet will increase to twelve dollars per
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acre (the charge is the same for one acre-foot of the Crooked River waters).

An addition of one acre-foot will cost

seven dollars and fifty cents with an eight dollar and fifty
cent charge for each acre-foot over that.
The headquarters of the North Unit Irrigation District,

which controls the water delivery to the irrigators, is located at the Madras Airport.

The basic procedure for meeting

water demands involves ditch riders, each of whom monitors
the water deliveries to the farmers for a section of the
district.

The riders coordinate their water delivery effort

through radio contact with the district office.

In this way,

the manager can anticipate the changing needs of the irrigators in the district throughout the irrigation season.

The Refinancing Program
An amendatory contract approved by act on August 10,

1954, was entered into between the North Unit Irrigation
District and the Bureau of Reclamation, for the district to

pay the reimbursable construction costs of the North Unit up
to $12,130,000 (the total cost of the project is reimbursable
except for the value of work performed by the Civilian Conservation Corps, Civilian Public Services, and Selective
Service System; this work amounted to $1,617,758).

Repay-

ment was scheduled over a 78 year period beginning in 1957,
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20 years after the project was authorized (Bureau of Reclamation, 1972, p.134).

Special congressional authorization

was obtained to allow the 78 year repayment period over the
40 year period as required under the basic Reclamation Project Act of 1939.

District Structure

The necessity in certain areas of the Western United
States for requiring all lands within proposed irrigation
projects to share in the cost in order to make irrigation
possible and for offering the security of tax liens for
large indebtedness, resulted in the enactment of State laws
providing for the establishment of public corporations known
as irrigation districts (United States Department of Agriculture, 1948, p.6).

Beginning with the adoption of the Wright Act by California in 1887, all of the Western States, during the following years, have enacted irrigation district laws.
In Oregon the 1895 Irrigation Act, as amended by the
1917 Irrigation Act, is generally referred to as the Irrigation District Act (Chris L. Wheeler, State Engineer, 1972,
p.97).

An irrigation district has been defined based upon

four Oregon court decisions (Chris L. Wheeler, State Engineer, 1972, p.97).

In Twohy Bros. Co. v. Ochoco Irrig. Dist.,
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an irrigation district was defined as a municipal corpora-

its property public, and its

tion,

officers public, with

duties and powers fixed and limited by the law of their creation.

An irrigation district constitutes a complete and in-

dependent corporate entity according to the Harney Valley Irr.
Dist. v. Weittenhiller decision.

The Redmond Realty Co. v.

Central Ore. Irr. Dist. states that irrigation districts have
no powers, either governmental or proprietary, except those
granted to it by the legislature either express or by clear
implication.

The Central Pac. R. Co. v. Ager case defines an

irrigation district as a quasi-municipal corporation having
no specific charter and one which is organized for a particular purpose only.

Irrigation districts may be organized whenever 50 percent or more of the owners of land irrigated or susceptable
of irrigation desire to provide for the construction works
or desire to provide for the reconstruction betterment, ex-

tension, purchase, operation or maintenance of works already
constructed (Chris L. Wheeler, State Engineer, 1972, p.19).

The North Unit Irrigation District is operated by a
board of directors elected by the landowners, who thus control the district's operation.

The board of directors appoint

an Irrigation District Manager who supervises the daily
affairs of the district.
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The North Unit Irrigation District is responsible for
the basic coordination, care, operation and maintenance of
the district's facilities.

Additionally, the district as-

sesses charges on water use and construction so that it can
meet

its construction charge obligation to the Bureau of

Reclamation and pay for the operation and maintenance costs.
Incentives for Conserving Water

Although water conservation is a national concern as
illustrated by President Carter's Water Policy (Bureau of
Reclamation, 1979, p.12), the incentives for water conservation appear to be lacking.

The Carter Administration's mean-

ing of water conservation is that it should consist of "proposed changes that will: (a) reduce demand for water; (b)
improve efficiency in water use; and (c) improve land management practices to conserve water".

In the North Unit Irrigation District, water users are

charged for a minimum of 2 acre-feet per acre whether they
use the water on that acre or not.

This stipulation in the

Districts repayment contract encourages waste of water.
Additionally, a piping and concrete system in those portions
of the district's canal with seepage problems could save up
to 1 acre-foot per acre of irrigable land in the North Unit
(Wagner, 1979).
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Even though Westerners for decades have considered
water use rights similar to property rights, in that the
water allocated to them can be used as they please, this is
a misnomer.

The strict application of appurtenancy to the

land could thwart any incentives to institute conservation
measures, for there would be no individual reward for the
costs expended.

In the Oregon case, Tudor v. Jaca (Pacific

Reporter, 1946), an Oregon farmer who tried to irrigate more
land with the same quantity of water appurtenant to a lessor
amount of acreage was found in violation of the law.
To reach a goal of bringing water to

most efficient

its

use, conservation must be encouraged; yet protection must be
made to those with established water rights.
interests must also be protected.

Environmental

If these concerns are met,

it is the writer's belief that conservation of water should
be encouraged by awarding water saved by individual effort to
the one saving the water.

Potential for Further Development
Several early studies suggested a potential of irrigation development well above the amount of irrigated acre .age now developed in the North Unit.

With approximately

58,800 acres of irrigated land in the district, there are
still several thousand acres of land available for develop-
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ment.

The limiting factor is water availability.

With regard

to this, the potential for further development depends on
five major alternatives:

(1) more efficient use of irri-

gation water available; (2) the transfer of water rights to
more productive land; (3) the repair of seepage problems;

(4) the tapping of groundwater resources; or (5) building
more storage facilities.

More efficient use of water by the irrigators involves
such measures as decreasing over-use of irrigation water,

improving methods of water application, decreasing farm
losses, and developing incentives for irrigators saving water
by allowing them to benefit from the water they save.

Farm

losses include seepage in farm ditches, consumption along the

ditches by non-crop vegetation, percolation of water below
the root zone on fields, and surface runoff on fields.
The transfer of water rights to more productive land is
impossible under current state laws.

Over time, however,

there is the possibility that irrigators on less productive

land will give up their water rights to farms with a higher
irrigation-crop yield potential.

Complete alleviation of the 1 acre-foot per acre of

water lost to canal seepage would allow an addition of
approximately 21,000 acres of irrigated land.

This is based
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on an average water use of 2.8 acre-feet per acre of irrigated land (the 2.8 acre-feet is based on the 1977 average
water use per acre irrigated).

Additional water savings could be made by reducing seepage losses in Wickiup Reservoir.

It has been estimated that

stream channel losses average 10 percent in Wickiup Reservoir
(Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1961, p.88).

Tapping groundwater resources may be a more difficult
task.

Wells are restricted because of several hundred feet

of igneous rock underlying the soil surface.

If the first

three alternatives were implemented, there would be no real
need for tapping groundwater resources.
The last alternative available would avoid solving the
problems at hand.

Increasing expenditures for additional

facilities may only compound the existing problems.
It can be concluded that the potential for further
development is very real.

The basic need is for an economi-

cal method of detecting critical areas of water loss and then
implementing corrective courses of action.
VI address this problem.

Chapters V and
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CHAPTER III

THE LAND RESOURCE BASE

Topography, geomorphic types, soils, and climate are
four major components of the natural environment which influence land capability and irrigation suitability in the
North Unit Irrigation District of Central Oregon.

These

physical properties influence irrigation water management
strategies and play an important role in the resulting
conditions that are either favorable or limiting to agricultural crop production.

Topography
The topography of the land may result in an increase or
decrease in the work of climatic forces on the soil surface.

A rolling topography encourages erosion of the soil surface
layers, which may eliminate the possibility of a deep soil
and decrease the potential for water penetration.

If water

stands for part or all of the year on a given area, however,
the climatic influences become relatively ineffective in
regulating soil development (Brady, 1974, p.309).
Slope aspect is another resulting feature of topography.
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The general slope aspect of a field may limit the amount of
solar radiation striking it.

Additionally, north facing slopes

may retain cold and moisture longer.
A farm irrigation plan must fit the land.

Within this

premise, topography can influence the method of irrigation,
the location and capability of irrigating pumps, and the potentials of surface drainage.

Field levelling can eliminate

some problems associated with topography if the slopes are
not excessive and soils are uniformly deep.

If performed

properly, levelling can improve water distribution, water
control, and field operations (Highsmith, Jensen, and Rudd,
1969, p.90).

Topography in the North Unit Irrigation District in
general is well suited to irrigation.
smooth to gently rolling.

Surface relief is

This smooth land surface permits

efficient water application when proper management techniques
are employed.

The general rate of inclination is gently toward the
north and west.

Elevations in the North Unit irrigated area

range from 2800 feet in the south to 2300 feet in the north.
Along the eastern section of the district, underlying geo-

logic formations have given rise to prominent benches which
extend well into the main part of the district.

Several

buttes rise 600 to 1000 feet above the valley floor.
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Relief has been important in giving some of the soils
in the North Unit their unique characteristics.

An example

of this is characterized by those soils with a caliche layer
in the subsoil.

This caliche hardpan is much more weakly

cemented in the strongly sloping soils than in those that
are nearly level.

Geomorphic Types
The nature of the geomorphic surfaces strongly influences
the rate of weathering and the products of that weathering.
These in turn are important to the kind of soil that may be
formed.

The irrigated land in the North Unit is underlain by
variable beds of volcanic derived sediments and intercalated
lava flows of The Dalles and John Day formations (Oregon
State Water Resources Board, 1969, p.11).

Within these

formations there are four major types of parent material: rhyolite, basalt, waterlaid volcanic deposits, and waterlaid

volcanic rocks (Figure 2). This material ranges in age from
upper Oligocene and lower Miocene to upper Pliocene and lower
Pleistocene (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, 1961).

The rhyolite material is part of the John Day formation.
It is generally found in the eastern section of the North Unit.
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Parent Material of the North Unit Irrigation District.
Modified after Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Geologic Mao of Oregon West of the
121st Meridian, 1961.
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It is made up of rhyolitic flows and domes, welded tuff, and
vari-colored fine-grained fluviatile and lacustrine tuffaceous sedimentary rocks.

The flows and domes are of dense,

flow-banded, gray to pink rhyolite (Oregon Department of
Geology and Mineral Industries, 1961).

The basalt parent material bounds the western edge of
the North Unit.

It is a gray open-textured olivine basalt

flow, in part intercalated with The Dalles formation (Oregon
Department of Geology and Mineral Resources, 1961).
The waterlaid volcanic deposits are associated with The
Dalles formation.

This parent material is common in the

northern section of the district.

It is made up of semi-

consolidated andesitic gravel, sand, and mudflow breccia
which underlie and interfinger with flows of breccia of
andesite and basalt (Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral
Industries, 1961).

The waterlaid volcanic rocks of the southern and eastern portion of the district are known as The Dalles formation.

It contains fluviated and lacustrine thin to medium

bedded semi-consolidated sandstone, sandy shale, conglomerate, tuff, and coarse mudflow breccia, all of andesitic
and dacitic composition (Oregon Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries, 1961).

Streams readily cut the fluvial beds, but the inter-
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bedded flows are resistant to geologic erosion.
sistant flows form rimrocks.

The re-

Beneath the edges of the rim-

rock, the waterlaid sediments are easily carried away.

Since

these beds are nearly horizontal, a plain forms when they are
eroded down to one of the interbedded lava flows.

The nearly

level Agency Plains north of Madras is largely preserved because

its northwestern side is protected by the underlying

resistant Columbia River basalt.

Remnants of similar plains

lie west of Madras and near Metolius and Culver (U.S.D.A.,
S.O.S., 1958, p.73).

A topography of rolling hills forms where the interbedded lava has been removed and a thick section of the waterlaid sediments is exposed to erosion.

Some of the Madras,

Agency, Era, and Lamonta soils are derived from these thick
waterlaid sediments overlying basalt.
Soils

Soils are a product of five principal soil formers:
parent material; landform; time; climate; and biological
activity.

Three soil components important in the consideration of
an irrigation system plan include characteristics of the soil
surface; changes in the soil profile, and profile restrictions (Sprinkler Irrigation Association, 1975, p.39).
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Knowledge of the soil surface characteristics including
texture and structure can aid in determining a safe rate of
water application.

Notation of information on changes in the

soil profile can be used to judge the probable range in moisture holding capacity per foot of soil depth.

Hardpans or

calcareous layers can restrict crop root development and impede drainage.

Soils of the North Unit Irrigation District are for the
most part shallow and light-textured, overlying the consolidated substrata and basalt rock.

Although there is usually a

significant relationship between the soils and the parent

material, soils were transported from many sources and include deposits by wind and water.

Pumice fragments are

present in most of the soils making them light weight and friAlthough light, they hold a high amount of available

able.

moisture where soil depth is adequate (Bureau of Reclamation,
1955, p.19).

The major soils of the irrigated area of the North Unit
include the moderately deep Agency and Era series over basalt,
the Lamonta and Madras series with weak to strong hardpans,
and the Metolius series (Figure 3).

The Agency series consists of moderately deep, welldrained soils formed in medium-textured deposits of volcanic
origin.

Slopes are nearly level to very steep.

The tempera-
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Figure 3. Soils of-the North Unit Irrigation District.
Modified after Oregon State Water Resources
Board; Oregon's Long Range Recuirements for
Water, Appendix 1-3, 1969, Figure 2.
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ture limitation on this soil is strong, ranging to severe
at higher elevations (Oregon State Water Resources Board,
1969, p.56).

Elevations range from 2300 to 4000 feet.

The upper part of the Agency soils was derived princi-

pally from weathered, partly consolidated, sedimentary
In some places the upper

materials of The Danes formation.

part of the soil contains a small mixture of fine pumice,
volcanic ash, and loess deposits.

The lower parts of the

soil are typically affected by or derived from weathered
basaltic fragments which overlie basalt bedrock.

The soil

profile in total is moderately developed (U.S.D.A., S.C.S.,
1958, p.76).

The Era series consists of moderately deep, well-drained,
moderately coarse-textured soils formed in volcanic sediments
on gently sloping plateaus.
to 2500 feet.

Elevations range from 2300 feet

The series is generally associated with a

strong temperature limitation (Oregon State Water Resources
Board, 1969, p.70).

The parent material in which this soil

was formed is similar to the Agency series.

The degree of

profile development of the Era series, however, is generally
weak.

Several factors cause the weak profile development.

In many places the dissection is greater and the slopes
steeper than with the Agency series.

In some areas the water

spread materials are recent (U.S.D.A., S.C.S., 1958, p.77).
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The Lamonta series consists of moderately deep, welldrained soils formed from mixed volcanic materials on alluvial fans.

Slopes are gentle to moderate.

a strong temperature limitation.

Once again there is

Elevations range from 2500

to 3500 feet (Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1969, p.78).
The soils are somewhat restricted by a claypan subsoil.
The Lamonta series is formed under conditions similar
to those under which the Agency series formed.

In places the

Lamonta soils were derived to a greater extent from residuum
of rhyolite fragments.

Instead of basalt, the Lamonta soils

in most areas are underlain by partly consolidated agglomerates and sandstones of The Dalles formation or by old
water-spread or colluvial material from nearby buttes
(U.S.D.A., S.C.S., 1958, p.77).

The Madras series consists of moderately deep, welldrained soils derived from old water-laid materials of The
Dalles formation, on nearly level to moderate slopes.
mate is a strong limiting factor.

Cli-

Elevations range from

2300 to 3500 feet (Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1969,
pp.81,82).

The soils typically have a caliche hardpan.

The

soil profile is moderately developed (U.S.D.A., S.C.S., 1958,
p.78).

The Metolius series consists of very deep, excessively

drained soils derived from pumice alluvium on nearly level
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slopes.

The climatic limitation is moderate to strong.

Ele-

vations range from 2600 to 3600 feet (Oregon State Water
Resources Board, 1969, p.83).

The alluvium contains a large

quantity of light-colored pumice sand mixed with material
from basalt, andesite, and rhyolite.

Possibly some of the

material was deposited from the air as fine pumice, volcanic
ash, or loess (U.S.D.A., S.C.S., 1958, p.81).

A listing of the modern family classification for the
major soil series in the North Unit Irrigation District can
be found in Appendix IV.

Land Capability
The capability classification developed by the Soil
Conservation Service is a means of showing the relative
suitability of different soils for agricultural uses.

The

classification of a particular soil depends upon the variety

of uses to which it is suited, its

susceptibility to erosion

or other damage when it is used, and the kind of land management needed to protect it from erosion and to maintain productivity.

There are eight capability classes.

Class I soils are

those with the widest range of use and the least risk of
damage.

They are level or nearly level, productive, well-

drained, and easy to work.
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Class II soils can be cultivated regularly but do not
have as wide a range of suitability as Class I soils.

Class

III soils can be cropped regularly but have a narrower range
of use and require careful managment.

Class IV soils should

be cultivated only occassionally or only under careful management.

Class V-VII are soils that should not be cultivated

but can be useful for pasture, for range, or for forestry.
Class VIII soils have no agricultural value (U.S.D.A., S.C.S.,
1958, p.58).

Subclasses show the main type of limiting factor associated with any Class II through Class VIII soil.

The let-

ters used in the classification and a list of what they indicate follows:

letter

indicates

e

risk of erosion

w

soil is too wet for general use

soil is shallow, droughty, or
low in fertility
climate is hazardous to soil use

The North Unit contains soils that range in capability
from I to VI.

The Agency series contains soils with a

capability class ranging from II to VI, depending upon the
slope, texture, and stoniness.

The Agency loam, 0 to 3 per-

cent slope, has a land capability of IIs, whereas the Agency
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loam, stony, 0 to 3 percent slope, has a land capability of
VIs.

The Era series land capability ranges from Class II to
Class VI, depending upon slope and degree of erosion that has
taken place on the soil surface.

The Era sandy loam, 0 to

3 percent slope, has a Class Its capability, whereas an Era
sandy loam, 12 to 20 percent slope, has a Class VIe land
capability classification.

The Lamonta series is similar to the Agency and Era
series in land capability.

The Lamonta loam, 0 to 3 percent

slope is a Class Its soil while the Lamonta loam, 12 to 20
percent slope is a Class VIe soil.

The Madras soil series ranges in soil capability from
Class I to Class VI.

The Madras sandy loam, 0 to 3 percent

slope, over a sandstone is a Class I soil.

The Madras loam,

stony, 0 to 3 percent slope, has a Class VIs land capability.
The Metolius soil series capability ranges from Class I
to Class IV.

Examples of this are a Metolius sandy loam, 0

to 3 percent slope, with a Class I land capability, and a
Metolius sandy loam, 7 to 12 percent slope, with a land
capability classification of IVe.

Irrigation Suitability
Soil irrigation suitability in the North Unit Irrigation
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District ranges from excellent to poor (Figure 4).

Irri-

gation suitability depends upon slope, depth of soil, texture,
stoniness, available water holding capacity, permeability,

depth to water table, overflow characteristics, depth

to

impermeable barrier affecting internal drainage, and alkalinity or salinity of a soil (Oregon State Water Resources Board,
1969, pp.34,35, and 36).

Each of the North Unit soil series declines in suitability with increasing slope.

The range of irrigation suit-

ability for the major soil series in the North Unit are as

follows (Oregon State Water Resources Board, 1969, pp49-55):
Series

Irrigation Suitability

Agency

Varies from good to poor

Era

Varies from good to fair

Lamonta

Varies from fair to poor

Madras

Varies from good to poor

Metolius

Varies from excellent to good

Agroclimatological Characteristics
Climate is a dominant factor in determining a crop's
suitability for a given area.

Temperature, solar radiation,

moisture conditions, wind, and length of the frost-free
season are all important climatic parameters that determine
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Figure 4. Irrigation Suitability in the North Unit Irrigation
District.
Modilfied after Oregon State Water Resources
Board, Oregon's Long Range Requirements for
Water, Appendix 1-5, 1969, Figure 2.
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where, when, and what plants will grow.
The climate of the North Unit Irrigation District is
dry continental, but the moderating effects of the Pacific
Ocean are not completely diminished by the Cascade Mountains
(Figure 5).

The prevailing weather is not as mild as that

existing in the Willamette Valley of Western Oregon, yet

weather conditions are not as severe as those found in the
Rocky Mountain region.

Three stations in the North Unit, Madras, Madras 2N (the
North Unit Irrigation District Office), and Metolius, record
climatological data (Table I).

These stations provided the

basic information for the climatic analysis in this chapter.
TABLE I.

STATION DATA.

Years of
Record
Precip. Temp.

Station

Latitude
North

Longitude
West

Elevation
in feet

Madras

44 38

121 08

2230

57

55

Madras 2N

44 40

121 09

2440

5

5

Metolius

44 35

121 11

2500

31

30

Source:

NOAA, Climatological Data, Annual Summary, Oregon;
1978, (v01.84, N0.13).
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Figure 5. Climograph of Madras, Oregon.
Data from NOAA, Climatological Data, Annual
Summary, Oregon, 1978.
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Temperature and Solar Radiation
Temperature is an important factor in limiting the
growth of certain crops in the North Unit Irrigation District.

The major factor that determines temperature is the

amount of solar radiation received, which depends upon both
intensity and duration of radiation (Janick, 1972, p.442).

Each crop has its own approximate temperature range and
minimum number of heat units required for them to mature.

The 500 F isotherm of monthly mean temperature during each
summer month marks the growth limit for most plants.

The

great crop areas of the United States have a minimum of four
months in which mean monthly temperature is between 50° and
68° F (Martin, Leonard, and Stamp, 1976, p.34).
Temperatures in the North Unit Irrigation District are
characteristic of continental climates, with warm days and
cool nights in the summer and long cold winters.

The mean

monthly temperature exceeds 50° F during five months of the
year with some crop seasons experiencing mean monthly temperatures exceeding 50° F during six months (Table II).
provides a suitable temperature regime for a diversity of
crops.

Temperature extremes are common.

The average weekly

maximum temperature for the 1979 irrigation season ranged

This

TABLE II.

AVERAGE MONTHLY TEMPERATURES AND PRECIPITATION FOR NORTH UNIT
IRRIGATION DISTRICT STATIONS

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Annual

Deg F

31.1 36.9 39.8 45.5 52.7 59.2 65.5 64.0 57.8 47.9 39.1 34.1 47.8

In.

1.33 0.83 0.69 0.53 1.04 1.10 0.33 0.34 0.48 0.80 1.41 1.31 10.19

Deg F

35.0 40.0 45.2 46.9 51.3 62.5 67.2 65.4 57.1 49.8 33.0 29.8 48.6

In.

2.41 0.57 0.87 2.23 0.43 0.86 0.38 1.04 0.37 0.00 1.04 0.31 10.51

Deg F

32.9 38.4 43.6 44.9 49.5 60.7 66.6 64.5 55.3 50.0 30.3 30.1 47.2

In.

2.75 0.83 0.74 2.26 0.56 1.94 1.45 1.05 0.47 0.00 0.83 0.53 13.41

Deg F

--

*Madras a

*Madras
(1978)

*Madras 2N
(1978)

--

45.0 54.7 61.3 67.1 64.7 61.9 51.2 --

--

0.71 0.42 0.23 0.00 1.80 0.27 1.96 --

Madras 2N
(1979)b

In.

Deg F

33.8 39.2 43.8 44.6 49.2 59.6 64.7 63.3 55.8 49.5 31.6 --

In.

2.50 0.64 0.72 2.08 0.58 1.95 0.57 1.11 0.30 0.00 0.92 0.48 11.85

*Metolius
(1978)

*Data from NOAA, Climatological Data, Annual Summary, Oregon; 1978(Vol. 84, No.13).
aValues calculated from 1978 climatic data and departures from normals which were
listed in the annual summary(Years of Record: 57 for precipitation, 55 for temperature).
bWeather data recorded by the North Unit Irrigation District Office for the 1979
irrigation season.
rn
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from 95.3° F in mid-July to 53.00 F in mid-April.

The

average weekly minimum temperature ranged from 57.0° F in
mid-July to 31.3° F in mid-April (Appendix V).
The life processes of many plants are influenced by the
relative lengths of day and night.

Solar radiation duration

in the North Unit varies from 15 hours in June and July to
9 hours in December (Martin, Leonard, and Stamp, 1976, p.43).
In addition to the long periods of daylight, the area is

characterized by a high proportion of cloudless days during
the irrigation season (April through October).

For the 1979

irrigation season 58 percent of the days were clear whereas,
20 percent of the days were overcast (Table III).

The clear

conditions not only maximize the solar radiation intake by

plants and soils during the long summer days, but also allow
for rapid cooling during the night.
TABLE III.

FREQUENCY OF OVERCAST AND CLOUDLESS DAYS
DURING THE 1979 IRRIGATION SEASON.

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Broken Overcast

5

1

6

1

0

0

0

Clear

7

21

21

22

18

19

9

Hazy Overcast

3

3

0

2

0

0

0

12

4

3

1

9

6

6

Overcast

Oct*

Scattered Clouds
0
2
4
3
4
5
5
Source: Weather Observations recorded by the North Unit
Irrigation District Office (Observations made at
7:15 a.m. each day).
* Information recorded through October 19, 1979.
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In response to the long, warm, and clear summer days is
the high amount of evaporation.

The maximum evaporation for

the 1979 irrigation season occurred in July with a recording
of 11.1 inches (Table IV).

This coincided with a high amount

of irrigation water use during that month.
TABLE IV.

MONTHLY EVAPORATION IN INCHES FOR THE 1979
IRRIGATION SEASON.

Evaporation
Source:

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct*

---

7.7

9.4

11.1

7.5

6.2

2.6

Weather Observations recorded by the North Unit
Irrigation District Office.
*Information recorded through October 19, 1979.
Moisture Conditions

Agricultural production is greatly influenced by the
amount, intensity, and distribution of precipitation.

The

North Unit is characterized by dry mid-summers and moderate
precipitation in the cool season.

Precipitation averages approximately 10 inches annually
with variations in 1978 from 13.41 inches at the North Unit
Irrigation District Office to 10.51 inches at the Madras
station (Table II).

The restrictions created by the low

precipitation totals have been reduced through irrigation.
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The precipitation is distributed unevenly throughout the

year, but more evenly than areas west of the Cascade Mountains.

The precipitation is greatest in the winter when a
large portion falls as snow. Precipitation during the six
month period, October through March, averages 63 percent
(6.37 inches) of the total.

Additionally, May and June are

months of relatively high rainfall with July and August the
driest months.
Most of the rains are light, but thunderstorms are somewhat frequent in the summer (refer to Appendix
V for weekly precipitation totals).

During the 1979 irrigation season (April through October),
5.39 inches of precipitation were recorded in the North Unit.
August and October were months of high precipitation,
which
is in contrast to the normal precipitation for these months
(Table II).

The unusually high August precipitation slowed

the advance of the crops toward maturity and decreased
field
readiness for harvest.

Generally, the relative humidity is quite low in the
summer months.
On a daily cycle, relative humidity reaches
its

maximum in the North Unit during the early morning hours
and gradually decreases to a minimum value in early afternoon.
Wind

Wind can affect plant growth and irrigation water man-
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agement in four significant ways:

transpiration, CO2 intake,

mechanical breakage of the plant, and uniformity of water
distribution.

Controlled experiments show that transpiration

increases with wind speed up to a certain point (Chang, 1968,

pp233,234)

Of course the effect of wind on transpiration

will vary with the temperature and humidity of the air
sweeping over the plant surface.

Experiments have also dem-

onstrated that the rate of photosynthesis increases with the
supply of CO2, which in turn is favored by turbulence
(Chang, 1968, p.234).

Wind speeds may result in lodging

or mechanical breakage of crops.

Wind distorts the water

distribution from the irrigation sprinkler systems.

The

amount of distortion depends upon the wind speed and size
of water drops.

The higher the wind speed and the smaller

the drop, the more distortion in the water distribution
pattern (Sprinkler Irrigation Association, 1975, p.205).
Wind speed during the 1979 irrigation season ranged

from a maximum average of 3.13 mph in May to a minimum in
October of 1.51 mph (Table V).

Wind speed favorability in

the North Unit is well illustrated by the general decline in
average wind speed as crops reached maturity in August and
September.

The highest average 24 hour wind speed of 8.13 mph was
registered in April.

May had the highest frequency of days
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with average wind speed for a 24 hour period exceeding 4 mph
(Table V).

North-

Wind directions in the North Unit are variable.

westerly winds generally dominate, although southeasterly
winds prevail in the winter.
TABLE V.

WIND SPEED CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE 1979
IRRIGATION SEASON.

Aug

Sep

Octa

2.65

2.03

1.95

1.51

6.71

5.38

3.54

4.25

3.25

4

4

Apr

May

Jun

2.74

3.13

2.77

Maximum (mph)b 8.13

5.58

Average Wind
Speed (mph)

Days Greater
Than 4 mph
Average
Source:

3

8

.Jul

0

1

0

Observations recorded by the North Unit Irrigation
District Office.
a Information recorded through October 19, 1979.
b Represents the maximum average wind speed for a
24 hour period
Length of Growing Season

The number of days between the average date of the last
spring frost and first fall frost is usually considered as
the length of growing season.

A frost-free season of less

than 125 days is an effective limitation to the production
of most crops (Martin, Leonard, and Stamp, 1976, p.38).
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The frost-free period in the North Unit is approximately
130 days.

For the 1979 irrigation season the continuous

frost-free period was 135 days (Table VI).

This period is

on the lower limit of the effective period required for
favorable crop production.

Such a limitation restricts the

planting of less hardy plant varieties.

Additionally, late

spring or early fall frosts may damage hardy crop varieties.
In the period April through October, minimum temperatures
were

less than or equal to 32° F on 25 days (Table VI).

TABLE VI.

FROST-FREE CHARACTERISTICS DURING THE 1979
IRRIGATION SEASON.

Days With
Temperature
432° F
Continuous
Frost-Free Days
From Last Spring
Frost
Source:

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

14

6

1

0

0

0

4

25

0

0

23

31

31

30

20

135

Total

Observations recorded by the North Unit Irrigation
District Office.
The Land Resource Base in Summary

The characteristics of the North Unit's land resource
base important to irrigation are generally favorable.
relief is smooth to gently rolling.

Surface

The geomorphic surfaces

7L

have strongly influenced the qualities of the soil for irrigation.

Soils are generally well drained and moderately deep.

On a field by field basis, however, slope, parent material
and soils can also be restrictive.

Excessive slope in por-

tions of the North Unit has increased erosion of the soil
surface, restricted the method of irrigation, and decreased
the potential for water penetration.

The hardpan layers

found in sections of the district can impede drainage and
restrict crop root development.

In most situations, however,

responsive irrigation water management can lead to enduring
and economical use of a majority of the North Unit's lands.

Although the climate of the North Unit Irrigation
District is limiting to some types of crop production, the
conditions are favorable for a diversity of irrigated crops.
The long, clear summer days allow for maximum plant intake of
solar radiation.

The limiting precipitation regime has been

modified by the introduction of irrigation.

Wind is general-

ly not severe enough to be a significant problem and although
marginal, the frost-free period, which combines with long
summer days, provides a sufficient time span for many
varieties of crops to reach maturity.
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CHAPTER IV

PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS OF THE
IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The features of the irrigation water management system
that may influence the signature of an irrigated field on the
remotely sensed image or photograph are discussed in this
chapter.

The irrigation water management system includes

three basic sub-systems:

the conveyance sub-system, the

water application sub-system, and the crop management subsystem.

The sources of information for the evaluation of the
irrigation water management sub-systems were fivefold.

The

first involved an evaluation of the characteristics displayed
on the field surveyed-overflight coverage maps (see back
pocket of dissertation).

This included mapping of land use,

soil series, percent slope, and the irrigation methods.

The

classified areas on these maps were digitized and the information summarized to evaluate the significance of each class
within the major map heading.

The second source of information was ground-based measurements at case study farms and canal leakage sites.

This
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allowed for on-site recording of specific characteristics
within the irrigation water management system.
A third data source was the irrigators themselves.

Interviews with the six case study farmers were conducted to
gather information on 20 fields concerning crop management
and irrigation water application strategies (Appendix VI).
The fourth component of the information base was inter-

views with agricultural officials and other agricultural
resource management specialists.

the author with additional

These interviews provided

insights into evaluating the

principal components of the irrigation water management
system.

The fifth information source was the North Unit Irriation District Officials.

They provided information on water

diversions, water deliveries and water loss via the conveyance
sub-system.

The author has presented summaries of the information
gathered during the 1979 irrigation season for each of the
sub-systems, and drawn inferences where appropriate.

The

nature of the data base has precluded more complex statistical correlations.
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The Conveyance Sub-System
Water Use Characteristics
There were 132,770.89 acre-feet of water delivered to

farms in the North Unit Irrigation District during the 1979
irrigation season (information recorded by the North Unit
District Office).

The actual amount diverted from the North

Unit Main Canal totalled 161,848.86 acre-feet.

The differ-

ence between the amount diverted from the main canal and that
delivered to the farms, 29,077.97 acre-feet, can mainly be
attributed to lateral canal leakage.

Peak water use occurred from mid-May to mid-July (Figure
6).

The major decrease in water use from late July until

the end of August can be attributed to the non-irrigation of
Bluegrass fields during this period and the termination of
the irrigation of garlic and wheat to allow these crops to
progress toward maturity.

Water use increased again during

the last two weeks of September and the first two weeks of
October.

This is the 'water back' period for crops such as

mint and bluegrass.

Also, crops planted in the fall (e.g.

garlic) are generally irrigated once or twice before the
end of the water use season.

Although the water diverted from the main canal and the

water delivered to the farms varies during the irrigation
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Water Use Characteristics in the North Unit
Irrigation District-for the 1979 Irrigation
Season.
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season, water loss from the point of diversion from the main
canal, to the fields remained consistent throughout the irrigation season.

Water loss averaged 1118.38 acre-feet per week.

Characteristics of Irrigation Canals
Canal characteristics play an important role in determining the relative efficiency of water transfer from the
storage reservoir to the farmers' fields.

An efficiently

operating canal reduces loss of water from the canal, pre-

vents seepage to lowlands, reduces operation and maintenance
costs, and maximizes the utility of the potential capacity of
the canal (Bureau of Reclamation, p.47).

Two general types of canals are found in the North Unit
Irrigation District:
unlined canals.

concrete lined canals; and, earthen

Additionally, piping systems are used by

some farmers in the district to transfer water from the
lateral canals to their irrigation systems.

The Main North Unit Canal, a large portion of the lateral
canal system

and a high percentage of the farm canals are

unlined (Figure 7).

The non-leaking unlined canal bank has

enough sand and gravelly material containing sufficient
amounts of clay and silt to make them watertight.
A few of the farmers in the district have concrete lined
farm canal systems.

These are most evident on furrow irri-
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gated farms.

Concrete linings require a minimum amount of

maintenance, satisfactorily carry water at high velocities,
and have a long service life.

One drawback of concrete

lining is its cost.

Through ground observation, it was determined that canal

width ranged from 51 feet on the North Unit Main Canal to
less than 2 feet on sections of the farm canal systems.

Canal water depth ranged from 72 inches in the main canal to
less than 12 inches in the farm canals.

Velocity of flow for

the main canal and farm canals was between 6 and 12 inches
per second.

Although canal banks included sections complete-

ly devoid of vegetative cover, large portions were densely
covered with grass.

Figure 7.

The North Unit Main Canal, July 28, 1979.
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Canal Leakage
A significant amount of water diverted from the storage

reservoir into the North Unit Main Canal and associated
lateral systems was lost for irrigation due to canal leakage
(see Figure 11 in Chapter V).

Approximately 1 acre-foot of

water per acre of irrigated land in the district can be
attributed to this problem (Wagner, 1979).

Although a piping and concrete system of canal improvement could save up to 1 acre-foot per acre of irrigated land
in the North Unit Irrigation District, adopting such a program would be too expensive to implement at a large scale.
The repair and/or lining of critical areas of canal leakage,
however, seems justifiable.

The Water Application Sub-System
Characteristics of Methods Used in the North Unit
Five irrigation methods are employed in the North Unit
Irrigation District.

Four are sprinkler systems; center pivot,

hand-set, side-roll, and solid-set.

Furrow is the fifth type

used, and it is the traditional method employed in the district.

Side-roll irrigation is the dominant method in the
North Unit Irrigation District (Table VII).

Forty-seven
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TABLE VII.

FIELD SURVEYED ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD.
Mean
Acres

Total
Acres

Percent

12

54.75

656.58a

6

152

21.27

3232.38

30

56

21.67

1213.65

11

143

35.33

5051.49

47

6

22.96

137.74

1

S/H/F

14

38.57

539.94

5

Total

382

28.27

10,831.78

100

Method

No.

Center Pivot (C)
Furrow (F)
Hand-set (H)

Side-roll (S)
Solid-set (Ss)

of Fields

a Includes partial field areas.
TABLE VIII.

ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD FOR CASE STUDY FARMS.
Mean
Acres

Total
Acres

1

80.81

80.81a

15

27.79

416.91

25

4

20.20

80.81

5

15

51.67

775.00

47

Solid-set (Ss)

2

33.06

66.11

4

S/H/F

6

40.10

240.58

14

Total

43

38.61

1,660.22

100

Method

No.

Center Pivot (C)
Furrow (F)
Hand-set (H)

Side-roll (5)

of Fields

a Includes partial field area.

Percent
5
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percent (5,051.49 acres) of the irrigated acreage in the field
Field

surveyed area was irrigated using this method in 1979.
size averaged 35.33 acres.

The side-roll wheel lateral

utilizes a water supply pipe as an axle and distributes water
in a banding pattern.

The side-roll method is adaptable to a wide range of

soils and crop types, although the method functions most
efficiently on fields rectangular in shape and with a smooth
surface.

Greater than ninety percent of the irrigated acre-

age was on land capability Class I and Its with slopes between 0 and 3 percent (Appendix VII).

Seed crops, mint, row

crops, and grains are irrigated with this method.

Furrow irrigation, the original method used in the North
Unit, is still used on 3232.38 acres (30 percent) of the field
surveyed area with a mean field size of 21.27 acres.

Case

study farmers used this method on 416.91 acres or 25 percent
of their acreage (Table VIII).

Water is transferred from an

adjacent farm canal by siphons and is run down furrows
ranging in depth from 3 to 10 inches.

Field shape is

typically rectangular.

The furrow irrigation method is effective in maximizing
the water available for penetration into the root zone of the
crop.

Row crops (e.g. garlic and potatoes) and seed crops

(e.g. bluegrass), as well as some grains, are commonly irri-
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gated by this method.

The method does have limitations,

however, such as the requirement for a smooth field with
a gentle slope.

This is exemplified in the field surveyed

area where the majority of furrow irrigated fields are on
land capability Class I and Its with slopes of 0 to 3 percent.

Hand-set irrigation methods were used on 1,213.65 acres
of cropland in the field surveyed area, with a mean field
size of 21.67 acres; only 80.81 acres (5 percent) of the
case study farm acreage were irrigated by this method.

The

versatility of the hand moved lateral pipe allows for
adaptability to irregular shaped fields and uneven topography.

The method was the major type used for irrigating

hay and silage crops (e.g. alfalfa and corn).
The use of center pivot systems in the North Unit has
increased in recent years.

They were used to irrigate 656.58

acres of the land in the field surveyed area in 1979.
field size was 54.75 acres.
is its

Mean

The attraction of this method

low labor requirement and

its adaptability to a

wide range of crop types and field conditions.

A typical

center pivot consists of a single sprinkler lateral moving
in a circle about a fixed pivot point.
the lateral at the pivot point.

Water is supplied to

On a properly operating

system, water application rates vary along the lateral
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length from a low value near the pivot to higher values at
the outer end and as a result supplies a uniform amount to the
field in a circular pattern.

Solid-set sprinkler systems were used on only one percent
of the field surveyed irrigated land and four percent of the
case study farms.

This system has enough laterals with

sprinklers so that the irrigation of a field may be accomplished without moving any of the lateral pipe.

It is

generally used for potatoes on land of smooth surface with
few physical restrictions.

The average field size was small

(22.96 acres).

Preferences For Irrigation Method
Water distribution efficiency and the type of crop were
the primary considerations of concern to case study farmers
in selection of their irrigation method (Appendix vIII).

Each of the five different irrigation methods were reasoned
to be most efficient by the farmer using them.

Furrow irri-

gation was believed to be the most effective method for
irrigating bluegrass by those farmers using this method.

The

farmers using this method felt that it prevented washing of
pollen from the bluegrass plant.

Lower cost was another

factor mentioned by furrow irrigators in favoring that
method over a sprinkler system.

Furrow irrigators, in
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general, suggested that yields were higher and water use

more effective on their fields than if they were to use
sprinkler irrigation.

Side-roll and center pivot irrigators felt these methods
provided them with high labor savings.

Additionally, these

methods were convenient to operate.

How Irrigators Determine When to Irrigate
A majority of the irrigators used the "shovel, probe,
and feel method" for determining when to irrigate.

Irri-

gation based upon a regular cycle, color change of crop,

growth stage of the crop, and characteristics of weather
were other methods employed.

The Crop Management Sub-System
Crop Type, Yield, and Field Size
The major crops of the North Unit Irrigation District
are bluegrass, mint, potatoes, and wheat (Table IX).

These

four crops made up 91 percent of the total irrigated acreage
in the field survey area in 1979 (see pocket in back of
dissertation for map of land use distribution).

Irrigated

crops of lesser acreage included alfalfa, barley, carrot seed,
corn, garlic, hay, oats, peas, red clover, ryegrass, and
sunflowers.

Mint, wheat, bluegrass, potatoes, and garlic
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IRRIGATED CROP ACREAGE.a

TABLE IX.

Crop

No. of Fields

Mean
Acres

Alfalfa

6

22.50

Barley

3

Total
Acres

Percent of
Total

134.98

1

19.89

59.68

1

78

26.43

2061.55

19

Carrot Seed

2

21.12

42.24

Corn

1

36.73

36.73

Garlic

9

27.75

249.77

2

Hay

4

21.12

84.48

1

Mint

132

31.59

4169.64

39

Oats

3

27.55

82.65

1

Pasture

3

31.53

94.58

1

Peas

2

37.19

74.38

1

29

31.51

913.75

8

Red Clover

1

38.57

38.57

Ryegrass

6

22.35

134.07

Sunflowers

1

5.51

5.51

Wheat

103

25.72

2649.20

25

Total

383

28.28

10,831.78

100

Bluegrass

Potatoes

1

a Irrigated crop acreage for the field surveyed overflight
coverage area.
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were dominant crop types for case study farms (Table X).

Yields for these crops are generally comparable with those
in other irrigated agricultural regions of the West (Table
XI).

Of the four major irrigated crop types, mint fields have
the largest average size with a mean value of 31.59 acres,
followed by potatoes, 31.51 acres; bluegrass, 26.43 acres;
and wheat, 25.72 acres (Table IX).

Although the case study

farms were larger in mean size (Table XII), the mean field
size was smaller than those on the field survey area.

The

generally small field size exhibited in the North Unit reflects the impact of historical restrictions on farm size
and the traditional use of furrow irrigation in the district.
Crop Calendar Characteristics

Planting dates for crops in the district were selected
to maximize the period required for crop maturity while
reducing the climatic conditions that may restrict growth.
Additionally, planting dates were set, in part, to increase
the efficiency of equipment and labor during the harvest
period.

Alfalfa, barley, carrot seed, and potatoes are commonly
planted in the spring (Table XIII).

Barley and carrot seed

varieties have the earliest planting dates, followed by
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TABLE X.

Crop

CROP ACREAGE FOR CASE STUDY FARMSa.

No.

of Fields

Mean
Acres

Total
Acres

Percent of
Total

Alfalfa

1

44.08

44.08

3

Barley

1

29.38

29.38

2

Bluegrass

4

33.98

135.91

8

Carrot Seed

1

31.22

31.22

2

Fallow

2

11.02

22.04

1

Garlic

3

48.97

146.92

9

19

42.82

813.57

47

Pasture

2

28.01

56.01

3

Potatoes

4

31.91

127.63

7

Red Clover

1

38.57

38.57

2

Ryegrass

1

6.43

6.43

Wheat

8

35.81

286.51

16

Total

47

36.98

1,738.27

100

Mint

a Crop acreage for case study farms within the overflight
coverage field surveyed area.
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TABLE XI.

EXAMPLES OF YIELDS FOR MAJOR CROPS IN THE
NORTH UNIT IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

Crop

Crop Yield Range

Alfalfa

5 to 7 ton/acre

Barley

3 to 3.5 ton/acre

Bluegrass

400 to 1500 lbs./acre

Carrot Seed

200 to 600 lbs./acre

Garlic

5 to 7 ton/acre

Mint

50 to 100 lbs/acre

Potatoes

16 to 21 tons/acre

Wheat

80 to 130 bu./acre

Source:

Personal interviews with case study farmers.

TABLE XII.

Farm Number

CASE STUDY FARM SIZE.

Acreage within the
Field Survey

Total Acreagea

1

463.71

955.80

2

176.31

317.70

3

266.30

667.70

4

577.58

787.70

5

157.03

320.0o

6

97.34

343.70

Total

1,738.27

3,392.60
2=565.43

a Includes leased land.
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alfalfa and potatoes.
two to three weeks.

Emergence of these crops occurs in
Alfalfa is cut three times in one grow-

ing season; in mid-June, the first week of August, and midSeptember.

Barley heads the first week of June and is har-

vested in mid-August.

Carrot seed flowers the first of July

and is harvested during the first of October.

Potatoes

flower in mid-July and are harvested during the first two
weeks of October.

This plant requires close monitoring of

the soil moisture prior to the flowering period.

A soil bed

that is excessively moist results in early flowering.
lowing harvest, aftermath on the potato

Fol-

fields is usually

burned to prevent the spread of weeds.

Mint and wheat are planted in early spring or late fall.

Mint is planted in late October, early November or the first
of March.

Emergence takes place in three weeks and the crop

is harvested the first of August.
October or mid to late March.
three weeks.

Wheat is planted in late

Emergence occurs in two to

Wheat heads during the first three weeks of

June and is harvested from the last of August through the
first of September.

The actual harvest date can be delayed

by August precipitation which prolongs the hardening process
and restricts equipment use on the fields.
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TABLE XIII.

CROP CALENDAR CHARACTERISTICS.

Crop

Planting
Date

Emergence
Date

Flowering/ Harvest

Alfalfa

4-01

4-15

6-15a

8-01/9-15

Barley

3-01

3-15

6-07

8-12

Bluegrass

9-01

9-21

6-01

7-04

Carrot Seed

3-01

3-15

7-01

10-01

10-01

10-15

7-25

8-01-8-25
8-06-8-15

Garlic

Heading Date

Mint

3-01/11-01

3-21/11-21

8-01

Potatoes

5-15

6-05

7-10

Wheat

3-25/10-31

4-12/11-21

6-14

Date

10-05

8-25-9-09

a Date for first cutting of Alfalfa.
Source:

Personal farm interviews with case study farmers.

Bluegrass and garlic are planted in late summer and
early fall.

Farmers prefer a late August or early September

planting for bluegrass, whereas garlic is planted around the
first week of October.

Emergence for both crop types occurs

in two to three weeks.

Bluegrass heads between mid-May and

mid-June and is harvested during the first week of July.
After a drying period for the grass stubble, the fields are
burned.

The bluegrass plant is then irrigated once or twice

in the fall to increase the plant's health and vigor, hence reducing the potential of winter kill problems.

Garlic reaches
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the mature stage during the last two weeks in July.

The

tops of the plant are then clipped with a rotary blade and
the bulbs are allowed to dry.
during August.

This is followed by harvest

The garlic plant is ready for harvest when

two to three skins remain on the bulb.

Crop Rotation
It is generally accepted that crop rotation can provide
for the maintenance and improvement of soil productivity.

Rotations allow for diversification, a feature of the North
Diversity may assure a more economical use of irri-

Unit.

gation water and reduces the risk of a complete crop failure
due to weather, pests, or low market prices.

Additionally,

a planned crop sequence and rotation allow labor require-

ments and equipment use to be spread throughout the cropping
season.

A two, three or four crop rotation sequence is usually
practiced in the North Unit Irrigation District (Appendix
IX).

Various combinations of grain, bluegrass, seed crops,

garlic, potatoes or mint are employed.

Only the planting of

a grain after the use of a field for bluegrass is a common
practice.

The grain aids in breaking up the sod in the

soil.

Mint and bluegrass are normally cropped for five
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successive growing seasons.

After 4 or 5 years, mint is

characteristically affected by Verticillium wilt and an
increased density of weeds.

Weeds can affect the color and

odor of the distilled oil, making it less marketable.

The

older, weaker plant is also more susceptable to winter
weather conditions.

Grains, garlic, potatoes, and seed crops are commonly
rotated on a yearly basis.

Alfalfa and other forage crops

are rotated after several years of successive cropping.
Two of the case study farmers preferred a two crop
rotation.

They felt less diversity reduced their equipment

costs and increased their overall effectiveness.

Normal rotation was the most frequent reason given by
case study farmers for changing crop type from the previous
growing season.

Other reasons for crop change included wilt

infestation and market changes.

Fertilizers, Herbicides, and Pesticides

Fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides play an
important role in successful crop growth.

The timing,

amount, and method of application of these three components
are important considerations.

Fertilizer requirements may vary depending upon soil
qualities, present and past cropping characteristics, and
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TABLE XIV.

Herbicide

CHARACTERISTICS OF HERBICIDES USED ON SELECTED
FIELDS OF CASE STUDY FARMS.

Number of Fields
Used On
Hazards

2,4-D

9

Basagran

Drift During
Spraying

Crops
Used On

General Applic.
Date

Barley, Bluegrass, Wheat

March,
April

2

Mint

April,
June

Bromoxynill

3

Garlic

April
May

Linuron

1

Carrot Seed

Feb.

Morac

2

Mint

April,
June

Paraquat

5

Garlic, Mint

March,
April

Pronamide

1

Alfalfa

March

Terbacil

5

Mint

April,
May,
June

Trifluralin

1

Carrot Seed

Feb.

Source:

Residual

Personal interviews with case study farmers.
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climatic conditions.

High amounts of nitrogen were charac-

teristic of fertilizers applied to most of the crops on case
study farms.

Surface or sub-surface fertilizer applications

were commonly made in early spring or late fall.

In recent years, the use of herbicides as weed control
agents has grown rapidly.

The irrigator must understand

characteristics of the available herbicides to maximize crop
yields and to properly plan for the effects of the chemical's
physical properties on the current and future crop health.

Nine different types of herbicides were used during the
1979 irrigation season by case study farmers.

Characteris-

tics of the herbicides used are provided in Table XIV.

Each

was applied using ground-spray equipment.

Pesticide use is not as common as herbicide use in the
North Unit.

Comite was used on mint fields by some case

study farmers to control such pests as spidermites and was
applied by airplane.

Temik was sprayed on potato fields in

the spring to control aphids and nematodes.

Crop Types and Physical Characteristics of the Land

Land capability and slope characteristics are important
physical concerns to irrigators in the North Unit (see
Appendix X for a listing of soil series in the field sur-

veyed area and their land capability and the pocket in back
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of the dissertation for maps showing the distribution of soil
series and percent slope in the field surveyed area).

These

can influence the spatial distribution of crops and the type
of irrigation method employed.

When not properly considered

in irrigation water management, irregularities in water

distribution, drainage, and crop response may result.
A large portion of the crop types in the field survey
area (84 percent) are on soils of Class I and Class Its land
capability (Table XV).
crop growth.

Such lands have few restrictions for

Of the major irrigated crops, garlic is most

frequently grown on (33 percent) Class I lands.

Bluegrass

and wheat fields have the lowest percent (11 percent) distribution on Class I lands.

Not including garlic, the general

distribution of major crop types on Class I, IIs, and IIIe
lands was very similar.

Slope is not a restricting physical factor for 87 percent of the field surveyed area.

Of the 13,287.27 total

acres of cropland in the field surveyed area, 11,525.98 acres
have slopes between 0 and 3 percent (Table XVI).

A land

levelling program during the 1950's is partly responsible
for the generally even terrain.

Only 7 percent of the crop-

land area has slopes between 3 and 7 percent.
Crop types on case study fields within the field surveyed area exhibited land capability and slope characteristics

FIELD SURVEYED LAND CAPABILITY ACREAGE BY CROP TYPE.

TABLE XV.
Crop

I

Alfalfa

46.83

109.27

Barley

33.97

25.71

Bluegrass

Its

236.90 1672.20

IIIe

1Ve

TVs

VIs

Vie

Vile

NC*

28.47

Total
.184.57

59.68
118.47

20.20

2061.55

13.78

Carrot Seed 26.63

15.61

42.24.

Corn

36.73

36.73

Fallow

8.37

134.99

Garlic

81.72

168.05

Hay

16.53

815.43

Mint

618.91 3124.65
.92

226.82

Pasture

11.02

238.72

Peas

10.10

64.28

147.85

695.13

Red Clover

28.47

7.35

Ryegrass

19.28

112.03

Oats

Potatoes

Sunflowers

8.26

20.20

3441.37 2139.54

Total

1634.63 9586.51

20.20

238.84
249.77

22.03

6.43

33.04

234.15 16.53

5.51

2.75

1.84 250.68 1145.98

110.20

59.69

8.27

81.73 34.89

4169.64
238.76

75.31

8.26 174.47

624.40
74.38

58.83

11.94

882.53
2.75

1.84

2.75

159.76

3.67

716.29 57.85

3.67

3.67

69.80

38.57
134.07

.92

2.76

Wheat

46.82

5.51

46.84 301.18 3068.83

42.22 316.84 182.73 746.5313287.27

* Acreage not classified in the Soil Survey; Deschutes Area

Oregon, S.C.S., 1958.

TABLE XVI.
Crop
Alfalfa
Barley
Bluegrass

PERCENT SLOPE BY CROP TYPE FOR THE FIELD SURVEYED AREA.
0-3%

3-7%

178.14

6.43

7-12%

12-30%

N.C.

184.57

59.68

1911.86

Total

59.68

140.50

4.60

4.59

2061.55

Carrot Seed

42.24

42.24

Corn

36.73

36.73

Fallow

164.47

Garlic

249.77

Hay

853.99

36.72

Mint

3838.14

285.58

Oats

234.17

4.59

Pasture

297.49

136.83

Peas
Potatoes

Red Clover
Ryegrass

26.62

1.84

25.71

20.20

249.77

4.59
16.54

250.68

29.38

1145.98

4169.64
238.76

10.10

5.51

174.47

74.38

858.59

238.84

624.40
74.38

50.57

4.59

913.75

38.57

38.57

132.23

1.84

134.07

2.76

2.75

5.51

Wheat

2552.77

179.06

.92

34.90

301.18

3068.83

Total

11525.98

871.49

34.00

109.27

746.53

13287.27

Sunflowers
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similar to those in the field surveyed area (Appendix XI).

Planting Characteristics and Cultivation Practices
Planting characteristics include equipment used in
These features

planting, row direction, and row spacing.
are summarized in Table XVII.
TABLE XVII.

EXAMPLES OF PLANTING CHARACTERISTICS FOR CROPS
ON CASE STUDY FARMS.

Crop

Method

Alfalfa

Grain drill

6"

E-W

Barley

Grain drill

6"

E-W

Bluegrass

Grain drill with
grass seed attachment

6"

Carrot seed

Plant sticklings*
by machine

8"

Garlic

Mechanical planter

Mint

Mechanical planter

Potatoes

Mechanical planter

Wheat

Grain drill

Row Spacing

12-24-12"

Row Direction

E-W
E-W
-

34"

N-S

6"

* Planted 3 rows male to 6 rows female.

Mint is generally cultivated once every year to once
every two years.

The cultivation practice is one method used

to control weeds.

Garlic is cultivated two to four times in
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the spring to control weeds and to provide a loose soil bed.

Potatoes are.cultivated twice yearly; prior to emergence and
subsequent to emergence.

Farmers use a sweeper on carrot

seed fields two to three times per year to control weeds.

Factors Affecting Plant Health
Crop disease, soil characteristics, weeds, climatic
conditions, lodging, and herbicide residual were mentioned
by case study farmers as factors affecting plant health
(

see Figures

14, 16,

18,

24,

and

25 in Chapter V).

Crop disease was the most often mentioned crop health concern.
This is especially true for mint farmers.

Verticillium wilt

is the common disease affecting mint in the North Unit.

Symptoms include twisting and curling of leaves, stunting of
plant growth and a yellowish to red or bronze color (Oregon
State University, Washington State University and the University of Idaho Extension Services, 1979, p.95).

Weeds, such as quackgrass, were a concern to all irrigators, although few mentioned it as affecting crop health.
Garlic, mint, barley and potatoes are mentioned as those
crops affected by weeds.

Soil characteristics restricted plant vigor on some of
the studied fields.

Restricting soil factors included

compaction, shallow ridges, salt build-up, and low pockets.
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Climatic conditions affecting plant vigor included excessive spring and fall rains.

Strong winds accompanied by

a recent irrigation created lodging problems in a case study
barley field.

Irrigation Scheduling and Crop Water Needs

In Table XVIII, the normal consumptive use and irrigation
water requirements are shown for major crops in the North Unit
area.

Grass seed varieties in the North Unit have a consump-

tive use of only 4.78 inches, of which 39 percent is provided
by irrigation.

The peak water application period for grass

seed is in May (Table XIX).
TABLE XVIII.

COMPUTED AVERAGE CONSUMPTIVE USE AND NET IRRIGATION REQUIREMENT FOR SELECTED CROPS IN THE
NORTH UNIT AREA, OREGON.
Consumptive
Use, Inches

Crop

Irrigation
Requirement, Inches

Pasture Grass

18.22

14.19

Alfalfa

21.11

16.43

Legume Seed

16.85

13.43

4.78

2.91

Spring Grains

12.29

9.24

Potatoes

13.88

11.94

Grass Seed

Source:

Agricultural Experiment Station, Oregon State
University, Circular of Information 628, March
1968, p.29)
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Alfalfa has the highest consumptive use of water in the
district requiring 21.11 inches.

Seventy-eight percent of

this amount is supplied through irrigation, which begins in
May and ends in September.

A high percentage (80 percent)

of legume seed (e.g. red clover seed) water needs must be met
by irrigation.

The irrigation season for this crop is from

May through September.
TABLE XIX.

Crop

IRRIGATION SEASON FOR SELECTED CROPS IN THE
NORTH UNIT IRRIGATION DISTRICT.

Irrigation Season

Frequencya

Peak

Alfalfa

5-10--9-01

2

Barley

5-20--8-01

2

Late June

Bluegrass

5-01--6-15

2

Late May

Carrot Seed

5-01--8-15

2

Late July

Garlic

5-01--7-01

3

June

Mint

5-01--10-15

2

July

Potatoes

7-01-9-05

4

Spring Wheat

5-01--7-20

2

July

Winter Wheat

5-01--7-18

2-3

July

July

Late July/
First Aug.

a Number of irrigations per 30 day period.
Source: Personal interviews with case study farmers.
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The peak water use period for most crops is June and July

when the main periods of growth coincide with the lowest
periods of the precipitation regime.

Potatoes have the high-

est consumptive use for any single month.

During July, 5.60

inches of the potato's required 6.06 inches of water is
supplied through irrigation.
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CHAPTER V

APPLICATIONS OF THERMAL INFRARED IMAGERY
AND COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY TO
IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT

The practical applications of thermal infrared (TIR)

imagery and color infrared (CIR) photography to irrigation
water management in the North Unit Irrigation District are
discussed in this chapter.

This includes a brief discussion

of the systems used in this study and an evaluation of the
utility of TIR imagery and CIR photography for detecting
problems associated with conveyance leakage, water distribution, and crop response in relation to field conditions.

Thermal Infrared Imagery
Imaging Systems

Infrared radiation at wavelengths from 3 to 14 micrometers is called the thermal region of the electromagnetic
spectrum.

To detect and record images in the thermal infra-

red spectral region, special detectors and optical-mechanical
scanners are used.
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For this study, the four thermal infrared overflights
made by the Oregon National Guard utilized an HRB Singer AN/
AAS 14 optical-electronic system mounted on a Mohawk OV-1
aircraft.

The three basic units in a thermal infrared scan-

ning system of this type include a scanner optics subsystem,
a thermal infrared detector, and an image recording subsystem.
The scanning subsystem picks up energy radiated from the
terrain and reflects these emissions on to a parabolic mirror.

The parabolic mirror focuses the infrared emissions on

to the detector which converts the infrared energy collected
by the scanner into an electric signal that varies in proportion to the intensity of the infrared radiation.

Detec-

tors are cooled to 73 °K. to reduce the electronic noise

caused by molecular vibration of the detector crystal.

The

detector is enclosed by a vacuum bottle, or dewar, filled
with liquid nitrogen (Sabins, 1978, p.130).

The detectors

are sensitive to temperature differences on the order of
0.1°C.

The signal, by being converted to a beam of elec-

trons, can generate visible light when directed on to the
face of a cathode-ray tube.

The moving luminous spot grows

brighter or dimmer in direct proportion to the strength of
the electron beam (American Society of Photogrammetry, 1975,
p.16)

The light is then swept across a strip of recording

film by a mirror rotating synchronously with the scanning
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mirror.

The recording film advances at a rate proportional

to aircraft ground speed divided by altitude.

Within the scanner system, a gyroscopically controlled
roll-stabilization device provides data for correcting the
effect of aircraft roll and the control unit enables the
operator to monitor and modify the operation of the scanner.
The sensor has an instantaneous field of view of four

milliradians producing a ground resolution of approximately
one foot for every 300 feet of altitude above the terrain.
The scan angle was 80 degrees, 40 degrees on either side of
the aircraft.

The scanning speed ranges from 270 rpm to

4000 rpm (Colcord, Sept. 1978, p.638).

The basic sensor systems have wavelengths from 3 to 5
micrometers and 8 to 14 micrometers.

These regions are

known as atmospheric windows since infrared radiation is
readily transmitted through the atmosphere in these wavelengths. The windows fluctuate in size as a result of specific humidity.

The water vapor absorbs electromagnetic radi-

ation and therefore decreases the amount of emitted energy
transmission.

In the 8 to 14 micrometer window, there is an

approximate 95 percent transmission rate with relatively low
humidity, but only a 40 percent transmission rate when humidity is high (Hodler, 1978, p.101).

The 8 to 14 micrometer sensor (Mercury-Cadmium-Tellu-
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ride) is most effective at ambient temperature (300°K) and
the 3 to 5 micrometer (Indium Antimonide), at warm temperatures (approximately 6000K).

Therefore, for this study, the

8 to 14 micrometer system was preferred to the 3 to 5 micrometer system as the 8 to 14 micrometer band includes the
maximum intensity of radiant energy flux.
Thermal Infrared Image Characteristics
Thermal infrared images are recorded as gray-scale
variations of film.

In general terms, the lightest tones

represent the warmest radiant temperatures, and the darkest
tones represent the coolest temperatures.

The amount of infrared radiation emitted by an object
depends on the character of that object.
emits more than a polished surface.

A rough surface

Dark colored objects

are usually better emitters than light colored objects.
daylight, surfaces with high absorbency

In

for sunlight store

up large amounts of potential emitted heat, while surfaces
having high reflectivity for solar radiation absorb very
little heat and therefore have little potential to be good
emitters.

Detectability also depends on the target's relation to
the background contrast.

In this sense, thermal resolution

is the smallest distinguishable radiometric temperature
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difference between an object and its

background (Avery,

1977, p.131).

Factors Affecting Image Quality
Perspective

The thermal infrared image lacks the radial perspective
of conventional photography.

Each scan line has a perspec-

tive center, but when the scanner is moved a distance to the
next scan-line station, a new perspective center is established for the scan.

The overall effect of this movement by

the scanner relative to the object scanned is to produce an
image with parallactic displacement only in the direction
normal to the line of flight.

Because the scale along the

line of flight may differ appreciably from that across the
flight path, precise measurement of images is limited, however, the imagery is suitable for problem detection and identification (Naval Reconnaissance and Technical Support Center,
December 1967, p.2-29).
Pattern

The line scan pattern generated on the film is one of
the inherent characteristics of thermal infrared imagery.

This is a direct result of the method of creating the imagery in a line by line fashion.

This pattern may be bold or
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subdued depending upon the conditions of scanning (Naval
Reconnaissance and Technical Support Center, December 1967,
p.2-29).

Geometric Distortion
The ground distance surveyed for each angular increment
increases as the scan sweeps from the nadir to the horizon,
but occupies equal area size on the film.

As the look angle

increases, larger and larger ground distances are compressed
into equal image distances.

This results in straight roads

at an angle to the direction of the flight path curving in-

ward to become asymptotic to the margin of the film (Naval
Reconnaissance and Technical Support Center, December 1967,
p.2-29).

Objects near the edge of the image are distorted

and terrain may appear to be higher at the center of the film
than at the edges.

These effects are reduced when the scan

angle is narrower.

Additionally, if film speed is too slow,

objects are compressed in the direction of flight, and vice
versa if film speed is too fast.

Aircraft Motion Distortion
Rotation of an aircraft about the longitudinal axis is
called roll.

When the gyroscopic system is not working,

image distortion may occur.

The roll-compensation failure
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is evident in the distortion of a straight road.

Aircraft

bank and turn is another cause of image distortion because
the roll-compensation systems can only correct for about 10°
of roll.

When an aircraft maneuver exceeds this limit, the

image is distorted in a curving pattern.

Crosswinds cause the axis of the aircraft fuselage to be
oriented at an angle to the flight direction called yaw.
results in distortion throughout the image strip.

Yaw

Pitch of

the aircraft also creates compression or elongation of the
image (Sabins, 1978, p.136).

Effects of Weather
Clouds typically create a patchy pattern on the image.
Scattered rain showers produce a pattern of streaks parallel
with the scan lines on the image.

A heavy overcast layer re-

duces thermal contrasts between terrain objects because of
re-radiation of energy between the terrain and cloud layer.

Surface winds produce characteristic patterns of smears and
streaks on images (Sabins, 1978, p.136).
Electronic Noise

Transmission from aircraft radios may cause strong
interference patterns on images.

The interference forms

bands of electronic noise that obscure the underlying image
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pattern (Sabins, 1978, p.136).

Processing Effects
The photographic development of the image is another
potential source of image irregularities.

Sporadic streaking

can be mistaken for thermal anomalies (Sabins, 1978, p.137).
Color Infrared Photography

Photographic System
For the three color infrared overflights, a Hasselblad
500 EL/M Camera on a vertical aircraft camera mount was used.
The system was mounted in a light aircraft.

The Hasselblad

500 EL/M Camera, commonly used for vertical photographs in
aerial reconnaissance missions, is a motorized 2 1/4"X 2 1/4"
single-lens reflex camera.
the camera.

The motor is a integral part of

It advances the film and cocks the shutter.

A

50 mm lens, with a built in synchronized leaf shutter, was
used with this camera during the overflights for this study.
Color Infrared Film and Photography
Color infrared is a false-color reversal film recording
reflected radiation.

The film is sensitive to wavelengths

from .4 to .9 micrometers.

The visible portion is .4 to .7
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micrometers, while .7 to .9 is the infrared portion.
The color infrared film emulsion has layers sensitive
to green, red and infrared radiation.

A yellow(minus blue)

filter is used to absorb blue wavelengths (.4-.5 micrometers)
of radiation since all of the film layers are blue sensitive.

When the film is processed, the resulting transparencies
display color that is false for most natural features.

With

CIR film and a yellow filter, any object that reflects long-

wave red or infrared energy will appear red on the final processed photograph.
green

Objects that reflect red will appear

and objects that reflect green will appear blue.

Blue

in the original has not been recorded because of the filter
and therefore is rendered black.

Most types of foliage are not very different from one
another in spectral reflectance in the visible region of the
spectrum.

The generally high reflectance of foliage in the

infrared region and the great differences in reflectance
which may occur explain the value of a film sensitive in this
region for detecting differences in foliage conditions and
between varieties of foliage (American Society of Photogrammetry, 1975, p.932).

Advantage of Vertical Photographs
For this study vertical aerial photographs were taken
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with an effort made to minimize photographic tilt.

Tilt is

most commonly encountered on prints near the ends of flight
lines where exposures are made as the aircraft banks.

It is

difficult to detect a small degree of tilt, but where excessive, obliqueness in camera view occurs, resulting in
convergence of photograph features such as grid patterns and
parallel lines.

Applications of Remote Sensing To

Conveyance System Leakage Detection
Although a piping and concrete system of canal improvement could save up to 1 acre-foot per acre of irrigated land
in the North Unit Irrigation District, the cost of adopting
such a program on a large scale would be excessive.

The basic

need is for an economical method of detecting critical areas
of water loss so that corrective courses of action can be localized at relatively low cost.

Aerial reconnaissance of con-

veyance systems using thermal infrared imagery can provide an
economical and practical method of detecting conveyance
system leakage sites.

Overflight Coverage

Thermal infrared imagery was flown at 2100 hours on May
21, 1979, over the Main North Unit Canal.

This imagery was

used to analyze the effectiveness of TIR imagery for detect-
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ing critical areas of canal leakage.

Thermal infrared

imagery flown at 1300 hours on July 7, 1979, was used to detect lateral canal leakage sites.

Ambient air temperature

and humidity were generally favorable for the overflights
on these days.

Imagery Interpretation and Field Analysis
Soil moisture and soil air humidity are the most important factors influencing thermal characteristics of the soil.
Additionally, oscillations of temperature in a moist soil
are less than in a dry soil area, since sites high in moisture

cool slower after sunset and warm slower during the daytime.
(American Society of Photogrammetry, 1975, pp.1748-1749).

The net result was that moist sites emitted more radiation
during the evening hours and less radiation during periods of
peak incoming solar radiation than low moisture sites.
Using a film viewing light table, microstereoscope, and
digital image processor, possible leakage sites were located
on the imagery.

For the 2100 hour TIR imagery, dark tones

on the negative transparencies were regions of high radiant
temperature, whereas, on the 1300 hour TIR image, the light toned
areas were of low radiant temperature.

With an understanding of
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this principle, sites of dark tone on the evening overflight
imagery and light tone on the afternoon overflight imagery
adjacent to the canals were

located on the imagery.

These sites were then located on 1:24,000 U.S.G.S. topo-

graphic maps and subsequent field checks were made to verify
the interpreted leakage sites.

Thirty possible canal leakage sites were located on the
2100 hour thermal infrared imagery and nine passible lateral
canal leakage sites were located on the 1300 hour imagery.
Through field checks, it was determined that 7 of the

30 sites (6 were main canal leaks) located on the 2100 hour
TIR imagery were actual canal leakage sites (Figure 8).
was a success ratio of 23 percent.

This

Natural vegetation and

farm canals or drainage ditches adjacent to the main canal

were features most commonly misinterpreted on the imagery as
canal leakage sites (Table XX ).

Trees, associated holding

ponds, natural drains or low depressions, silos and barky
soil areas were other features on the 2100 hour TIR imagery
with similar apparent radiant temperatures as those which were
verified as actual canal leakage sites.
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Figure 8. Canal Leakage Sites.
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TABLE XX.

FEATURES WITH SIMILAR APPARENT RADIANT
TEMPERATURES AS CANAL LEAKAGE SITES ON
THE 2100 HOUR TIR IMAGERY.

Frequency of
Occurrence

Feature

Associated with holding pond

2

Barky soil area

1

Farm canal or drainage ditch
adjacent to main canal

7

Natural drainage or low depression

2

Natural vegetation

7

Silos

1

Trees

3

Total

23

Out of nine sites exhibiting tonal characteristics that
appeared as canal leakage sites on the 1300 hour TIR imagery,
five were actual lateral canal leakage sites (Figure 8).
This was a success ratio of 53 percent.

The four misinter-

preted sites exhibiting similar apparent radiant

temper-

atures were associated with holding ponds, trees, and where
a sprinkler irrigation system distributed water extending
over and adjacent to the canal (Table XXI).
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TABLE XXI. FEATURES WITH SIMILAR APPARENT RADIANT
TEMPERATURES AS CANAL LEAKAGE SITES ON
THE 1300 HOUR TIR IMAGERY.

Feature

Frequency of
Occurrence

Associated holding ponds

2

Associated sprinkler system irrigating
over canal

1

Trees

1

Total

4

The overall success ratio for canal leakage detection

was 12 canal leakage sites identified on the thermal infrared
imagery, out of 39 total detected sites that exhibited characteristics of possible leakage.

This was a 31 percent ratio

between the amount interpreted as canal leakage sites and
those actually verified as leakage sites by ground evaluation.
Although the percent ratio is low, the amount of time saved
by ground checking only potential leakage sites after pinpointing potential critical canal leakage sites on TIR
imagery, rather than ground checking the entire canal system,
is high.

Ground Characteristics at Leakage Sites

Where conveyance system leakage sites were verified by
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ground observations, canal leakage site data were gathered
(Appendix II).

Canal, bank and leakage characteristics were

recorded.

Canal characteristics included canal orientation, width,
depth, slope, and velocity.

Although the general orientation

of the North Unit Main Canal is north-south, 84 percent of
canal sites where leakage occurred were oriented northeastsouthwest or east-west, with the remaining portion oriented
north-south.

Canal width ranged from 3.3 feet to 51.0 feet

at these sites (mean width was 18.34 feet).

Canal water depth

ranged from 13.5 inches to greater than 72 inches, with a
mean depth of 41.75 inches.

Velocity of flow was approxi-

mately 6 to 12 inches per second.
percent.

Mean canal slope was 3

Each of these characteristics were within the nor-

mal range of canal characteristics in the North Unit and it
would be difficult to suggest that any one canal characteristic was responsible for canal leakage.

Bank characteristics included notation of adjacent soil
series and the recording of soil texture, soil structure,

soil

moisture, infiltration rate, vegetative cover, bank slope and
bank aspect at

canal

leakage sites.

Eighty-three percent

of the soil series adjacent to the canal bank at leakage
sites were Madras loam or Madras sandy loam. The remaining
sites had Agency sandy loam or Metolius sandy loam bank soil
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series.

Thirty-three percent of the surface soil texture on

banks of canal leakage sites were loam (Table XXII).

TABLE XXII. TEXTURE OF BANK SURFACE SOILS AT CANAL
T,FAKAGE SITES.

Texture

Frequency

Percent

Clay loam

2

17

Loam

4

33

Sandy clay loam

1

8

Sandy loam

2

17

Silty clay loam

2

17

Silt loam

1

8

12

100

Total

Eighty-four percent of the soil structural characteristics of canal banks at leakage sites were sub-angular blocky
or granular to sub-angular blocky.
had granular structure.

The remaining 16 percent

A significant amount of the granular

structured bank soils were highly matted with roots from a
dense vegetative cover.

The original research plan called for recording soil
moisture.

Soils at leakage sites, however, were saturated.

Additionally, no detectable infiltration rate could be
recorded.
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Bank slope ranged for 49 to 100 percent with a mean
value of 86.17 percent.

Bank slope aspect at these sites was

predominantly southeast and north (66 percent).

The remain-

ing slope aspects were west, south, and northwest.

Cattails

and dense grass growth were common vegetative features on
canal banks.

Canal leakage characteristics included leakage width,
length, shape, vegetative cover and associated features.

Verified canal leakage width ranged from 2 to 24 feet with a
mean width of 5.67 feet.

Leakage length ranged from 40 to

300 feet with a mean length of 129.50 feet.

Seventy-five

percent (9) of the leakage sites were oblong in shape with
the remaining water loss sites, irregular in shape.
Cattails, dense grass, or scattered trees were the
common vegetative cover adjacent to canal leakage sites.
Cattails and dense grass were found at 50 percent of the
canal leakage sites.

Only in one instance did canal leakage

affect the adjacent crop health.

The highest percentage of canal leakages were adjacent
to linear sections of the canal and were adjacent to the
mid-portion of the field (Table XXIII).
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TABLE XXIII.ASSOCIATED FEATURES AT CANAL LEAKAGE SITES.

Associated Feature

Frequency

Percent

Bend of canal

2

17

Between road and lateral, bend

1

8

Between road and canal, straight

2

17

Boundary between two fields

1

8

Mid-side of field, straight

5

42

Next to bend

1

8

12

100

Total

Canal Leakage Characteristics on the Imagery
During imagery interpretation and analysis of canal
leakage sites, tone, shape, image contrast and image irregularities were recorded.

For the imagery flown at the 2100

hour on May 21, 1979, 5 of the 7 verified sites exhibited
dark tone on the negative transparencies.
leakage sites had a medium to dark tone.

The remaining
Of the 5 lateral

canal leakage sites detected on the July 7, 1979, 1300 hour
TIR imagery, all exhibited a light tone.

The shape of the leakage sites on the imagery was the
same as that found during field verification where the oblong shape was characteristic of these sites.
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Image contrast was greater on the 1300 hour TIR image
transparency over the 2100 hour TIR imagery.

Four of five

lateral leakage sites contrasted highly with the surrounding
features whereas, on the 2100 hour TIR imagery, 5 of 7 exhibited a medium contrast in relation to the surrounding
features.

This finding could relate to two factors.

It is

possible that adjacent vegetation along the main canal has
radiant temperature values closer to canal leakage sites.
Secondly, the radiant temperature of the leakage sites contrasts

more highly with the surrounding land uses during the high sun
period, when apparent radiant temperature from vegetation is at
its peak and the radiant temperature from high moisture sites is
low.

Illustrated Examples of Canal Leakage Detection
Two detected canal leakage sites are illustrated in
Figure 9 is a color enhanced image of

Figures 9 and 10.

a North Unit Main Canal leakage site.

The color enhance-

ment process increases the contrast between high and low
moisture areas.

The canal in this image was 22 feet wide,

48.5 inches deep, and had a water velocity flow of 6
inches per second.
North.

The canal was oriented 20° East of

The bank is adjacent to a Madras loam soil series.

Bank characteristics include a silty clay loam texture with
a sub-angular blocky soil structure.

The vegetative cover
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Figure 9. Color enhanced image of a North Unit Main
Canal leakage site, May 21, 1979.

Figure 10. Color enhanced image of a lateral canal
leakage site, July 7, 1979.
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was dense grass.

Canal slope was 2 percent, while bank slope

was approximately 100 percent with a northwest aspect.
The leakage size was 24 by 70 feet with an irregular
shape.

Image contrast and tone were medium on the un-enhanced

TIR image.

The leakage site was adjacent to a straight sec-

tion of the canal.

Figure 10 is a color enhanced image of a lateral canal
leakage site.

Figure 11 is a ground level color photograph

of the same site.
water depth.

Canal width was 7.5 feet with a 36 inch

Velocity of water flow was 12 inches per second.

The canal was oriented north-south.

The soil series adjacent

to the bank was a Madras sandy loam.

The bank surface had a

sandy loam texture with a sub-angular blocky structure.
Grass with a high density of roots covered the bank.

Canal

slope was approximately 5 percent in relation to a 49 percent
east facing bank slope.

The lateral leakage site was 2 by 80 feet in size with
an oblong shape.

The image tone was light, which contrasted

highly with the surrounding features on the TIR image.

The

leak was between a road and the lateral on a straight section
of the canal.
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Figure 11.

Ground level view of the lateral canal
leakage site, July 29, 1979.
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Remote Sensing Applications to Uniformity of

Water Distribution and Crop Response in
Relation to Field Conditions
Overflight Coverage

Thermal infrared imagery and color infrared photography

were used to detect non-uniformity in water distribution and
crop response problems in relation to field conditions.
Thermal infrared imagery was flown over the planned flightline on May 24, July 7, and September 7, 1979. The May 24 and

September 7 overflights were made at 2100 hours, in contrast
to the July 7 overflight, which was made at 1300 hours.

Col-

or infrared aerial photography was taken May 12, July 9, and
August 5, 1979 at approximately 1200 hours.

The Potential of TIR Imagery For
Determining Crop-Water Stress

A study by Millard, Jackson, Goettelman, Reginato, and
Idso (January 1978) found in Arizona that for test wheat
sites suffering from lack of water, crop canopy temperature

will be higher than that of the ambient air temperature at
the time of maximum solar heating.
transpiration rate.

This is due to a reduced

If it can be assumed that there is some

relationship between available moisture in the soil and
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water needs of the crop, then the test study holds true in
the North Unit Irrigation District for a diversity of crops
and physical settings.

During the first data collection period, the soil
moisture levels were generally low for all sites but one
(Table

XXIV).

At each of these low moisture sites, appar-

ent crop canopy temperatures (measured using a PRT-5 radiation thermometer) exceeded the ambient air temperature.

At the higher moisture site (13.36 percent), however, the
apparent crop canopy temperature of garlic was slightly
less (20.0°C to 20.56°C) than the ambient air temperature.
Crop health at this site was good.

For the second field site data set, several crop types
experienced lower apparent canopy temperatures than ambient
air temperatures (Table
soil

XXV ).

At each of these sites,

maiaturR. level was- generally high with a few exceptions.
--

Canopy temperatures were less than ambient air temperature for
garlic, wheat, and mint fields at sites high in soil moisture
levels.

One exception was a wheat field with a soil moisture

level of only 5.58 percent.

The crop had no stress signs.

The loose sandy loam soil at this sight may have allowed
for more efficient use of the available water moisture, decreasing canopy temperature.

On a post-harvested bluegrass

field site, ambient air temperature was greater than apparent

TABLE XXIV.

Crop

Garlic
Garlic
Garlic
Barley
Carrot Seed
Carrot Seed
Carrot Seed
Potatoes
Mint
Mint
Mint
Wheat
Bluegrass
Bluegrass
Mint
Bluegrass
Garlic
Wheat
Mint
Mint

CROP-WATER RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SELECTED FIELD SITE DATA,
FIRST DATA COLLECTION PERIOD.
Appar.
Temp.

Irrig.

Time

Method

Obs. Crop(°C.)

SR
SR
SR
SR
FU
FU
FU
SS

SR
SR
SR
FU
FU
FU
SR

FU
FU
FU
CP
CP

1430
1440
1450
1530
1030
1045
1100
1115
1130
1145
1200
1215
1230
1245
1330
1400
1415
1430
1500
1515

22.00
27.00
20.00
32.00
29.50
30.0
31.0
26.0
27.0
28.0
32.0
26.0
28.0
30.0
28.0
32.0
31.0

Ambient
% Soil
Air
Temp.(°C.) Moist.
19.44
19.44
20.56
17.22
17.22
17.22
17.22
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
22.78
22.78
22.78
22.22
22.22

4.80
2.80
13.36
2.00
1.62
2.89
.82

2.69
1.75
2.36
2.59
1.93
3.57
2.84
4.68
3.06
9.94
2.87
2.45
1.03

Soil

Soil
Temp. Texture

18.89
19.16
20.56
13.89
11.67
8.33
12.78
8.33
14.44
14.72
10.00
15.00
10.56
12.78
13.89
8.89
12.22
16.67
13.33
12.22

scl
scl

Crop
Hght.
Crop
(In.) Health
11

1

10
20
26
18
10
22
4

sci
scl

11

1
1
1
1

sc1

sl
sl
sl
sl
sl
cl
cl
1

ci
1

7

8

26
18
8

15
21

19
25
4
7

Poor
Poor
Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Fair
Good
Poor
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Poor
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Poor
Fair

TABLE

XXV.

Crop

Garlic
Garlic
Garlic
Garlic
Wheat
Wheat
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Potatoes
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Bluegrass
Alfalfa

CROP-WATER RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SELECTED FIELD SITE DATA,
SECOND DATA COLLECTION PERIOD.
Appar.
Temp.

Irrig.

Time

Method

Obs. Crop(°C.)

SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
SS
SR
SR
SR

SR
SR
SR
FU
HS

1245
1300
1310
1320
1330
1345
1430
1440
1450
1510
1530
1130
1145
1200
1215
1230
1345
1400
1445
1130

28.00
31.50
32.00
26.00
24,50
26.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
22.00
23.50
26.50
24.50
24.00
24.50
23.50
24.50
29.00
27.50
21.50

Ambient
% Soil
Air
Temp.(°C.) Moist.

26.11
26.67
26.67
25.56
26.11
26.11
26.11
25.00
26.11
26.11
26.11
19.44
25.00
25.00
24.44
24.44
26.11
26.11
27.78

4.64
4.24
1.97
21.88
5.58
19.41
21,68
20.67
13.85
28.69
21.68
4.42
8.44
21.68
6.56
6.13
7.38
11.93
2.64

Soil

Soil
Temp. Texture

14.44
14.44
17.78
8.33
9.44
12.78
12.22
13.89
14.44
13.33

Crop

(In.) Health

scl
scl
sl

6
21

sl
cl
sl

11

Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Poor
Good
Poor
Godd
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Good
Poor

27
17

Good

scl
sci

12
19

si
sl
si

19
20
33

scl
cl
cl

33
10

1
1

scl

12.22
15.56
12.22
13.33
14.44
12.22
13.33

Crop
Hght.

1

scl
1

8
8

10
4
19
10
18

22
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crop canopy temperature (27.78 to 27.5), even though soil
moisture was only 2.64 percent.

This reading, however, was

recorded in late afternoon when crop canopy temperature
would begin to cool.

In addition, the characteristics of

the post-harvested bluegrass plant would influence the
reading recorded.

Ground observations made during the third TIR overflight
found that an alfalfa site exhibited a lower canopy temperature than ambient air temperature (16.0°C to 17.22°C; Table
XXVI).

Moisture levels were at 30.62 percent, crop height

22 inches, and crop health was good.

This contrasts with a

low soil moisture site (5.08 percent) on the same field,

where crop canopy temperature was greater than ambient air
temperature (20.0 °C to 17.22°C).

Crop health at this shallow

soil site was poor.

It can be concluded that the use of variations between
crop canopy temperature and ambient air temperature as an
indicator of irrigation water needs holds true for several
crop types in uncontrolled case study sites of the North Unit.
As a result, calibrated thermal infrared imagery flown during
maximum solar heating can be used in conjunction with ambient
air temperature recordings at ground level to determine
crop water needs.

For this study, however, the thermal

TABLE XXVI. CROP-WATER RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SELECTED FIELD SITE DATA,
THIRD DATA COLLECTION PERIOD.
Crop

Irrig.

Method
Alfalfa
Alfalfa
Barley
Potatoes
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Wheat
Bluegrass
Garlic
Wheat
Mint
Mint
Wheat
Wheat
Garlic
Garlic

HS
HS

SR
SR
SR
SR
HS

SR
SR
SR
FU
FU
FU
CP
CP
SR
SR
SR
SR

Appar.
Temp.
Obs. Crop(°C.)
Time

1230
1215
1150
1135
1110
1130
1045
1100
1030
1015
0900
0915
0945
1930
1950
2015
2030
2045
2100

16.00
20.00
28.00
22.00
20.00
22.00
25.00
21.50
20.50
20.00
27.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

Ambient
% Soil
Air
Temp.(°C.) Moist.
17.22
17.22
19.44
18.89
18.33
18.33
18.89
18.89
19.44
18.33
17.22
16.94
17.22
23.33
22.78
22.78
22.78
23.33
23.33

30.62
5.08
7.29
4.77
5.87
6.83
7.10
8.11

11.10
22.63
7.91
10.78
8.36
22.93
14.00
8.86

4.29
2.74
2.45

Crop

Soil

Soil
Temp. Texture
5.56
11.11
9.44
7.78
7.22
8.33
6.11
8.89

5.56
4.44
6.11
6.11
6.11
11.11
10.00
11.11
11.67
13.33
13.33

Hght.
Crop
(In.) Health

sl
sl
si

22
19

Good
Poor

1

15

Good

sl
c1
cl

30

Good

1

30

Good

cl
scl
sl
scl
sl

cl
cl
sl
scl
si

scl
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infrared scanning system used was not calibrated.

Calibration

means that the electric signal is recorded on magnetic tape
and that the exact temperature for any point along the magnetic tape record of the scan line can be determined.

Gray

tones of the uncalibrated images used in this study show relative radiant temperatures rather than quantitative temperatures
of calibrated systems.

As a result, precise notation of crop

canopy temperature in relation to the imagery was difficult.
It was possible, however, in conjunction with ground observations, and with proper recording of reference data to relate
the tone (radiance value) on the imagery to areas high or low
in soil moisture or with variations in crop health.

Addition-

ally, most organic materials have an emissivity of essentially
1.0.

Since variations in emissivity for individual crop can-

opies are negligible and the thermal system used was uncalibrated, the emissivity values were not calculated.

The appar-

ent radiant temperature of the crop, however, was of particular
value in this study and directly influenced the tone exhibited
on the TIR imagery.

Referencing the TIR Imagery
Radiance values of prominent surface objects, crop parameters, specific humidity, and ambient air temperature readings
were recorded for at least 3 of 19 field sites simultaneously
with the thermal infrared overflights to properly reference
the imagery.

The specific humidity reading was a function of barometric
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pressure and the wet and dry bulb temperatures (recorded with
a sling psychrometer).

Specific humidity equals the ratio of

the weight of moist air to the weight of the dry constant plus
the weight of the moist constant.

The specific humidity read-

ings recorded during the three overflights ranged from 7.94
grams/kilogramto 14.00 grams/kilogram.

These readings are low

enough so as not to restrict the detection of radiant temperatures by the thermal infrared recording system.

Net radiation values recorded in langleys ranged from
Net radiation

-.0370 langleys to .8215 langleys (Table XXVII).

was less than zero during evening overflights, and greater than
zero during the afternoon overflight.

For the May 24, 1979, TIR overflight net radiation values
were recorded for three sites from 2030 to 2120 hours.
readings varied from -.0217 to -.0370 langleys.

These

The highest

net radiation value was for a side-roll irrigated garlic crop
with a moderate crop density.

A large portion of the soil was

exposed to the net radiometer's field of view.

The moisture

level and soil temperature were higher for this site (5.02

percent and 15.00°0 than for either of the other two sites.
The apparent temperature of the crop canopy recorded using the
PRT-5 radiation thermometer was also greatest for this site.
The net radiation value was lowest (-.0370 langleys) for a
furrow irrigated wheat crop.

density and low soil moisture

The site had a high crop
( 2.18 percent).

Soil

TABLE XXVII. RADIANCE VALUES AND CROP PARAMETERS
FOR REFERENCE SITES RECORDED
DURING THERMAL INFRARED OVERFLIGHTS.
Crop

Garlic
Wheat
Mint
Garlic
Garlic
Garlic
Wheat
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Mint
Wheat
Wheat
Garlic
Garlic

Appar.
Irrig. Date Time Net Rad.
Temp.
Method Obs. Obs. (Langleys) Crop( °C)

SR
FU
CP
SR
SR
SR
SR
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
SR

SR
SR
SR

5/24
5/24
5/24
7/07
7/07
7/07
7/07
7/07
7/07
7/07
9/07
9/07
9/07
9/07
9/07
9/07

2030
2050
2120
1245
1300
1320
1330
1430
1440
1450
1930
1950
2015
2030
2045
2100

-.0217
-.0370
-.0242
.8215
.7081
.6618
.6604
.7962
.6883
.4802

-.0284
-.0295
-.0147
-.0147
-.0126
-.0126

14.7
13.2
12.7
28.0
31.5
26.0
24.5
23.0
23.0
23.0
20.0
20.0
20.0

Ambient
Air
Temp.(°C.)
14.44
13.33
13.33
26.11
26.67
25.56
26.11
26.11
25.00
26.11
23.33
22.78
22.78
22.78
23.33
23.33

% Soil Soil
Crop
Crop
Moist. Temp. Density Color
5.02
2.18
1.35
4.64
4.24
21.88
5.58
21.68
20.67
13.85
22.93
14.00
8.86
4.29
2.74
2.45

15.00
12.78
12.22
14.44
14.44
8.33
9.44
12.22
13.89
14.44
11.11
10.00
11.11
11.67
13.33
13.33

Mod.

High
Low
Low
Mod.
Mod.

High
Mod.

Low
Mod.

Low
Low

Green
Green
Lt. Bwn.
Green
Green
Green
Lt. Grn.
Dk. Grn.
Lt. Bwn.
Lt. Bwn.
Lt. Bwn.
Lt. Bwn.
Black
Black
Brown
Brown
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temperature was 12.78°C slightly lower than the 13.2°C apparent temperature reading.

For the July 7, 1979, TIR overflight, net radiation
values were recorded at 7 sites from 1245 to 1450 hours.
same three fields as
sites.

The

previously used served as reference

Net radiation values ranged from .8215 to .4802

langleys at these sites.

The highest net radiation recording

was at a poor health, low density garlic site.
moisture value was a low 4.64 percent.

The soil

The low crop density

and low moisture were reflected in the high soil temperature
of 14.44°C and crop canopy temperature of 28.0°C.

The lowest

net radiation value was .4802 langleys on a center pivot
irrigated mint field.

At this site, crop density was moder-

ate, although a large portion of the soil surface was still
visible.

The soil moisture level was 13.85 percent while

soil temperature was 14.44°C.

The PRT-5 reading for the crop

was comparable to the other mint sites, all of which had high
soil moisture values.

For the September 7, 1979, TIR overflight, reference data
were recorded at 6 sites between 1930 and 2100 hours.

Net

radiation values ranged from -.0126 to -.0295 langleys.

All

of the crops were harvested so that values recorded were
either post harvest stubble, burned stubble, or plowed fields.

Net radiation values were highest on the freshly plowed form-
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er garlic site.

At these sites, soil moisture was low (2.45

to 2.75 percent) and soil temperatures greater (13.33°C) than
for other reference sites.

The apparent temperature record-

ing made with the PRT-5 was slightly higher (3 to 3.5°C)
than for other sites.

The lowest net radiation values were

at mint sites, where soil moisture levels were high (14.00 to
22.93 percent) and soil temperature was low (10.00°C to
11.11°C).

For the first TIR imagery, moist areas were light to
medium toned.

Areas of higher moisture appeared light toned

on the July 7, 1979, TIR negative transparency imagery and
higher moisture areas on the September 7, 1979, TIR image
were light to medium toned.

Remote Sensing Applications to

Water Distribution Problem Detection
The non-uniform application of water by the irrigation
system may result in over or under irrigation of a portion of
the crop.

This can reduce yields or destroy the crop.

Ad-

ditionally, over-irrigation causes unnecessary loss of plant
nutrients by leaching and contributes significantly to drainage problems on irrigated fields.

Although farmers can check

water distribution irregularities at a small scale and take
corrective courses of action, this task is difficult at
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larger scales of operation; moreover it is difficult to

monitor crop water needs at a large scale.

Thermal infrared

imagery and color infrared photography can play an economical
and timely role in detecting water distribution problems and
crop water needs.

Imagery and Aerial Photographic Interpretation
Detectable water distribution problems were identified
from the ground-based measurements in conjunction with image
and photographic interpretation.

The fields and specific

sites where ground-based measurements had taken place were
located on the photography and imagery and interpretation
factors were noted.

These factors included detectability,

tone or hue, texture, size, shape, pattern, image contrast,
and association with other features.

Characteristics on the

aerial photography and on the thermal infrared imagery not
previously noted during field site evaluations relating to
irregularities in water distribution were marked on the
imagery and located on 1:24,000 U.S.G.S. topographic maps.
This process was followed by field evaluations and interviews
with case study farmers to verify the water distribution
irregularity detected.

Detected Pre-Emergence/Emergence Water Distribution Problems
For the first set of remote sensing imagery and photog-
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raphy (May 24, 1979, TIR and May 12, 1979, CIR),farmers and their
irrigation systems, and soils were the major detectable param-

eters influencing non-uniformity of water distribution at
case study sites(Table XXVIII). Irrigators influenced nonuniform water distribution through over-extension of the
side-roll irrigation system and by using furrow irrigation on

sandy soils when a sprinkler system would have provided a
more uniform water pattern.

Over-extension of the side-roll irrigation line during
water application was detected on the TIR imagery for a case
study garlic field.

Watered areas appeared medium toned

in contrast to the dark toned unwatered areas.

Crop

stand health was generally good across the field with
a moderate crop density.

Crop height ranged from 4 to 16

inches on sandy loam soils with

field slope of

2 to 3 per-

cent.

Over-extension was also detectable on the CIR photography for a side-roll irrigated mint field.
irrigated areas were blue in hue whereas the

The recently
unwatered

spacing between the side-roll bands were light blue in hue.

Crop height was 14 inches on generally sandy loam soils with
fair to good health. Slope on the field was between 2 and 4 percent.

Over-extension of side-roll lines on this field was also detectable on the TIR image.

Light tone was normally

TABLE XXVIII. DETECTED PRE-EMERGENCE/EMERGENCE WATER DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS,
MAY 12, 1979,CIR PHOTOGRAPHY AND MAY 24, 1979, TIR IMAGERY.

Crop

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

Tone
Feature

TIR
Tone

Contrast

Hue
Feature

Field

,

Alfalfa

HS

Shallow soils

Med.

Light

Medium

White

Garlic

SR

Med.Dk.

Med.

Medium

Not

Garlic

SR

Over-extension
system
Drainage fill

Med.Dk.

Med.

Medium

White

Mint

SR

Drainage fill

Light

Lt.Med. Low

Mint

SR

Med.

Light

Medium

Mint.

SR

Over-extension
system
Old canal fill

Med.Dk.

Med.

Medium

Wheat

FU

Med./
Light

Low

Inappropriate
Med./
irrigation meth. Light

CIR
Hue Contrast
Field

Pink

Detectable

Light
Blue
White/ Blue/
Blue
Red
Lt.Blue Blue/
Red
Lt.Blue Blue

White/
Pink

Medium

Low

Medium
Medium
Medium

White/ Low
Pink
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exhibited by the recently irrigated areas, while unwatered
areas were medium toned.

Non-uniformity of water distribution was also affected
by the physical parameters of the land resource base.

Soil

factors that affected water distribution were high clay or

sandy textured soils of old drainageway or canal fills and
soil shallowness.

Water distribution problems associated

with each of these factors were evident on both the TIR
imagery and CIR photography.

Three representative examples

will be examined.

The non-uniform application of water due to the inap-

propriate use of furrow irrigation on a sandy textured wheat
field was apparent on both the CIR photography and TIR
imagery.

On the thermal infrared image, the tone varied from

medium to light.

The pattern of the tonal values were

irregular over the entire field suggesting a possible water
application problem.

On the CIR photography, hue was pink

near the starting point of furrow water application and declined in reflectance becoming more white in hue toward the
furthest point from where water was applied.
evaluation and a farm interview, it

the infiltration was

Through field

was concluded that

faster than necessary for water to

reach the far end of the field.

On a case study garlic field, low pockets associated
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with an old drainageway appear as white in hue (low reflec-

tance) on the CIR photography and dark toned on the TIR image.
This site is in contrast to a light blue hue and medium to
dark tone for the field.

The area was characterized as having

poor drainage, poor crop health and low crop density.
A hand-set irrigated case study alfalfa field was once
levelled, creating portions of the field with shallow, well
drained soils.

To maximize yields, special management strate-

gies would be required to apply an even distribution of water.

For the case study field, no additional water applications
were made in the shallow soil areas.
height was uneven.

As a result, the stand

The tone on the thermal infrared image

was medium for shallow soil areas, in contrast to light tone
for the healthy crop areas.
Figures 12 and 13.

This feature is illustrated in

Figure 12 is a color enhanced image and

Figure 13 is a ground level color photograph at the shallow
soil site.

The shape of the well drained area is irregular

on the CIR photograph.

The field is pink in hue with a

white hue where the sites are well drained.

Figure 12. Color enhanced image of an alfalfa field
exhibiting shallow soil areas, May 24, 1979.

Figure 13. Ground level view of the shallow soil portion
of an alfalfa field.
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Detected Mid-Growing Season Water Distribution Problems
Analysis of the second imagery and aerial photography
set (July 7, 1979, TIR and July 9, 1979, CIR) yielded the

detection of similar water distribution problems to those
detected during the pre-emergence/emergence stage of crop
growth. The farmer-irrigation system, canals and land resource

base characteristics were the major parameters influencing
irregular water distribution (Table XXIX).

Over-extension

of the side-roll irrigation system, creating irregularities

in water distribution, was not detectable on case study
fields, but was detected on fields within the overflight
coverage area on TIR imagery.
The plugging of a lateral canal backed water into a
portion of a furrow irrigated wheat field.

This suffocated

a portion of the wheat stand and disrupted the normal water
application and drainage process.

On the color infrared

photograph the feature appears dark blue in high contrast
to the dark red (high reflectance) for the healthy stand
area (Letter A in Figure 14).
Land resource base factors influencing water distribution were soils, topography, and climate.

Soil factors

affecting uniform water distribution were the same as those
identified during the pre-emergence/emergence stage of crop
growth.

Again, these factors were evident on both TIR im-

TABLE

XXIX.

Crop

DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS,
DETECTED MID-GROWING SEASON WATER
JULY 9, 1979, CIR PHOTOGRAPHY.
JULY 7, 1979, TIR IMAGERY AND

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

TIR
Tone

Tone

Feature

Field

Contrast

Dark

Light

Alfalfa

Shallow soils

High

HS

Barley

Lodging

Med.

Med./
Light

Medium

SR

Garlic

SR

Drainage fill

Dk.Med. Lt.Med. Low

Mint

HS/SR

Mint

SR

Wheat

FU

Wheat

FU

Drainage fill/
Slope
Drainage fill/
Slope
Plugged drain
Inappropriate
irrigation meth.

Hue
Feature

CIR
Hue Contrast
Field

Med.

Light

Medium

Light

High

Blue

Red

High

Dark

Light

Medium

Dk.Blue Red

High

Med.

White/
Red

Medium
Red/
White

1L7

Figure 14.

Color infrared photograph of a wheat field
and portion of a mint field.
Site A is a
flooded section of the wheat field and
Site B is a soil compaction portion of a
mint field (July 9, 1979, CIR photograph).
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agery and CIR photography.

For the case study garlic field,

the drainageway fill area was dark to medium tone on the
TIR image.

Crop height ranged from 8 to 16 inches.

The high

clay content within the surface soil slowed infiltration and
influenced the crop health and crop density.

This site was

not within the CIR overflight coverage.
On a case study mint field, abandoned drainageway and canal

channels were filled with sandy and stony material.

The

well drained site had poor crop health which appeared medium
toned on the TIR image in contrast to the light tone of the
remaining portion of the field.

The non-uniform application of water on a furrow irrigated wheat field was evident on the July 9, 1979, CIR photograph.

The moisture maldistribution on the Madras loam soil was

not detected but the reduced crop response at the lower end
of the furrows was directly related to a water distribution
irregularity.

Hue in the low reflectance, poor crop area was

white in contrast to a red hue in the healthy crop area.

The

feature was not detectable on the July 7, 1979, TIR imagery.
A side-roll irrigated mint

field exhibited water dis-

tribution problems associated with the base of the slope.

The slightly lower western half of the field was subjected
to spring flooding. This factor combined with soils high in clay con-

tent resulted in reduced crop health, higher weed infestation,
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poor drainage, and greater susceptibility to soil compaction
(Figure 15).

The poor drainage areas of the field appeared

blue in hue on the CIR image and dark toned on the TIR image.
This contrasts with the red hue and light tone exhibited by
the healthy crop areas on the aerial photography and imagery
(Figure 16).

Shallow, well drained, sandy soils on the alfalfa field
were again detectable on the thermal infrared imagery.

The

less vigorous crop area appeared dark toned in high contrast
to the light toned, good crop health areas.

Over irrigation in combination with wind created lodging
in a side-roll irrigated case study barley field (Figure 17).

The crop was high in density, of good health and planted on
a loam soil.

The lodged areas appear medium toned on the

TIR imagery in contrast to the light to medium toned unlodged
area (Figure 18).

The lodging pattern is very irregular.

The apparent temperature of the crop canopy, using the PRT-5
radiation thermometer at ground level was 250C for lodged
portions and 23.5°C for unlodged portions.

Detected Pre-Harvest/Post-Harvest Water Distribution Problems
Water distribution problems detected on the third set of

Figure 15. Boundary between an area of a mint field
flooded during the Spring (left side of
picture) and area not flooded.

Figure 16. Color enhanced image of a mint field
showing sites of poor drainage, high weed
infestation, and compaction, July 7, 1979,
TIR imagery.

Figure 17.

Lodging in a side-roll irrigated barley
field.

Figure 18.

Color enhanced image of lodging in a
barley field, July 7, 1979, TIR imagery.
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imagery and photography (August 5, 1979, CIR and September 7,
1979, TIR) were similar to those interpreted on the first two
image and aerial photograph sets.

Unique water distribution

irregularities detected during the pre-harvest/post-harvest
period related_to the malfunctioning of sprinkler heads and

the affects of past land use (Table XXX).
The malfunctioning

of a sprinkler head on a side-roll

system in combination with the over-extension of the system
resulted in irregularities in water distribution on a postharvested, recently plowed garlic field (Figure 19).

The

watered area was medium toned in contrast to the unwatered
dark tone.

On a center pivot irrigated mint field the malfunction
of a sprinkler gun suffocated a portion of the field.

The

suffocated area appears white in hue in contrast to red hue
for the remaining portion of the field (Figure 20) .

Another unique water distribution problem was associated
with a hand-set irrigated bluegrass field.

At the start of

the 1979 irrigation season the field was used for carrot
seed and was furrow irrigated.

Due to a poor quality stand,

the field was replanted to bluegrass in July.

When watering

began after crop emergence distribution was irregular.

Even

though the field was plowed prior to the planting of bluegrass, water appeared to be settling in a regular pattern in

TABLE XXX.

DETECTED PRE-HARVEST/POST HARVEST WATER DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS,
AUGUST 5, 1979, CIR PHOTOGRAPHY AND SEPTEMBER 7, 1979, TIR
IMAGERY.

Crop

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

Tone
Feature

Dark

Alfalfa

HS

Shallow soils

Bluegrass

HS

Garlic

SR

Garlic

SR

Irregular water
distribution
Over-extension Med.Dk.
system
Malfunctioning Med.Dk.
sprinkler head
Dark
Drainage fill

Mint

HS/SR

Mint

CP

Wheat

FU

Malfunctioning
sprinkler gun
Irregularity
in maturity

TIR
Tone
Field
Med.

Contrast

Hue
Feature

CIR
Hue Contrast
Field

Medium

Med.

Medium

Med.

Medium

Med.Lt.

Medium

Blue/
White

Blue/
White

Med.

White

Red

High

White

Red

High

White

Pink

Medium
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Figure 19. Color enhanced image showing the
malfunctioning of a sprinkler head in
combination with the over-extension of
a side-roll system on a recently plowed
field, September 7, 1979, TIR imagery.

Figure 20. Color infrared image
fill(A), winter kill
festation(C), saline
area(E), underground
site where sprinkler
August 5, 1979, CIR

showing old canal
area(B), cutworm inseep(D), healthy crop
waterline fill(F),
gun malfunctioned(G),
photograph.
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former furrow areas.

On the CIR photography, the high

moisture areas appeared as blue reflectance lineations in
contrast to the white, low moisture areas.

This irreg-

ularity was not detectable on the TIR imagery taken one
month later.

The over-extension of the irrigation system, non-

uniform water application associated with furrow irrigation,
irregularity in crop maturity, and clay or sandy soils were

water distribution problems encountered at previous growth
stages and detectable once again at the pre-harvest/postharvest crop growth period.

The non-uniform application of water through a furrow

system resulted in irregular crop maturity of a case study
wheat field.

The section of the field receiving the most

water during the irrigation season appears light red on the
CIR photograph, in contrast to white hue in areas lacking
water and reaching early maturity (Figures 21 and 22).

Those

areas reaching an early maturity were shorter in crop height.
The field was not within the third TIR overflight coverage.
On a recently cropped alfalfa field, the contrast between shallow soil areas and other soils was low (white hue
to light pink) on the CIR photography.

The month growth

period between the third CIR overflight and the third
TIR overflight produced greater contrast exhibited
the TIR imagery for this field.

on

Dark toned, shallow soil
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Figure 21.

Irregularity in crop maturity for a furrow
irrigated wheat field.

Figure 22.

Color infrared photograph showing irregularity in crop maturity on a wheat field(A),
section of garlic field recently used for
pasture(B and C), post-harvested bluegrass
field(D), and healthy stand of mint(E),
August 5, 1979.
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areas contrasted with medium toned non-shallow soils.

During

the third TIR overflight, crop height was 16 to 22 inches
with a sparse density at shallow soil sites.

This compares

to a stand height of 22 to 24 inches in non-shallow soil
areas.

Old drainageway fill on a side-roll and hand-set irri-

gated post harvested mint field exhibited a dark tone in
contrast to a medium to light tone for the remaining portion
of the field.

The feature was slightly visible (white hue)

on the August 5 , 1979, CIR photography due to the high

density of the mint canopy (red hue) as the crop neared the
harvest stage.

Additional observations and interpretations for each of
the three CIR and TIR overflights which were not associated

with direct field evaluation are included in Appendix XII.
Remote Sensing Applications to the Dectection
of Crop Response Problems Associated With Field Conditions
Irrigation water managers must address factors associated with management of the land and soil and the selection
of adaptable crops and tillage systems to maximize yields
and gain water use efficiency.

In this regard, the economical

and timely detection of crop response problems associated

with field conditions using remote sensing can play a practi-
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cal role in a successful irrigation water management system.
Imagery and Aerial Photographic Interpretation

Detectable crop response problems associated with field

conditions were interpreted with the same methodology
used for interpreting, water distribution problems.

Detected Pre-Emergence/Emergence Crop Response Problems
For the May 12, 1979, CIR photography and May 24, 1979,
TIR imagery, soil characteristics, topography, climate,
disease, irregularity in drill pattern and herbicide application, and past land use were detected factors influencing
crop response (Table XXXI).

Soil characteristics affecting

crop response at the pre-emergence/emergence stage of crop
growth included compaction, depth, and texture.

Detected

problem sites associated with depth and texture were discussed in the factors affecting water distribution section
of this study.
Soil compaction on aside -roll irrigated mint field was

detectable on both the TIR imagery and CIR photography.

This

site was light toned in contrast to the medium tone for the
rest of the field.

The feature is oblong in shape and is

commonly found at the edge of the field.

On the CIR photo-

graph, the compaction area was white to light blue in hue.

TABLE XXXI. DETECTED PRE-EMERGENCE/EMERGENCE CROP RESPONSE PROBLEMS IN
RELATION TO FIELD CONDITIONS, MAY 12, 1979, CIR PHOTOGRAPHY
AND MAY 24, 1979, TIR IMAGERY.

Crop

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

Tone
Feature

TIR
Tone
Field

Contrast

Light

Hue
Feature

CIR
Hue Contrast
Field

Alfalfa

HS

Shallow soils

Medium

White

Pink

Medium

Bluegrass

FU

Bluegrass

FU

White

Pink

Low

Garlic

SR

Light Medium
Irregular appli.Med.
herbicide
Not Detectable
Irregular drill
pattern
Med.
Medium
Med.Dk.
Drainage fill

White

Light
Blue

Low

Garlic

FU

Past land use

Mint

SR

Soil compaction Light

Mint

SR

Drainage fill

Light

Lt.Med.Low

Winter kill,
wilt
Irregular.
moist. distr.

Lt.Med.

Med.

Med./
Light

Med./ Low
Light

Mint

CP

Wheat

FU

Med.

Med.Dk.

Med.

Low

Med.

Low

Low

White/ Light Low
Lt.Blue Blue
White/ Blue/ Medium
Blue
Blue

White/
Pink

Red

Blue/ Low
Lt.Blue
White/ Low
Pink
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This did not contrast well with the light blue hue for the
remaining portion of the field.

Soil texture was a sandy

clay loam with a very slow infiltration rate.
surface was hard.

The soil

Crop health was poor and crop height

ranged from 5 to 9 inches.

On the same field, weed infest-

ation was not detectable on the imagery or photography.

An area of slightly lower elevation on a

Madras loam

soil was more susceptible to winter kill, weed infestation,

and disease on a center pivot irrigated mint field than areas
of slightly higher elevation.

This site of low crop density

was light to medium tone on the TIR image in contrast to the
medium tone for the remaining portion of the field.
CIR photography the site was blue in hue.

On the

At this early

stage of crop growth, the site did not contrast well with the

blue to light blue hue reflectance for the remaining portion
of the field.

The absence of crop growth in small rectangular shaped
areas (approximately 4 by 8 feet) of a bluegrass field resulted from an irregularity in drill pattern.

The feature

was not detectable on the TIR imagery, but was detectable
on the CIR photography.

The unplanted areas were a white hue

in contrast to the pink hue for the planted section of the
field.
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The over-application of a herbicide reduced crop response on a case study bluegrass field.

The area affected by

the over-application exhibited medium tone in contrast to the
light tone for the remaining portion of the field.

This

field was not within the first CIR overflight coverage.
Past land use affected crop response on a furrow irrigated garlic field.

One portion of the field was used for

pasture in recent years.

The variation in apparent radiant

temperature resulted in a dark tone to medium tone for the
former pasture area and a medium tone in the non-pastured area.
Other factors which may have influenced the crop response
in this area included soil texture and soil moisture levels.

Detected Mid-Growing Season Crop Response Problems
For the July 7, 1979, TIR imagery and July 9, 1979,
CIR photography, soil characteristics, topography, climate,

re-seeding, and past land use were factors influencing crop
response at the mid-growing season stage of crop growth.

Soil characteristics affecting crop response included
compaction, depth, and texture.

Detected problems associated

with soil depth and texture also influenced water distribution and were discussed in that section of this study(Table XXXII).

Soil compaction was detected at two case study mint
sites.

One was the same site detected during the pre-

TABLE XXXII.DETECTED MID-GROWING SEASON CROP RESPONSE PROBLEMS IN RELATION
TO FIELD CONDITIONS, JULY 7, 1979, TIR IMAGERY AND JULY 9, 1979,
CIR PHOTOGRAPHY.

Crop

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

Feature

TIR
Tone
Field

Tone

Contrast

Alfalfa

HS

Shallow soils

Darks

Light

High

Barley

SR

Lodging

Med.

Med./
Light

Medium

Garlic

SR

Drainage fill

Dk.Med.

Lt.Med. Low

Garlic

FU

Past land use

Mint

SR

Drainage/ Soil Dark
compaction
Drainage fill/ Med.
Soil compaction
Re-seeded

Mint

Wheat

HS/SR
SR

Not Detectable

Hue
Feature

Red/
Blue

Light

Medium

Light

Medium

CIR
Hue Contrast
Field

Blue

Medium

Blue

Red

Medium

Red

Red/ Low
White
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emergence/emergence overflight.

This site exhibited dark

tone on the TIR image in contrast to light tone for the
remaining portion of the field.

The crop height at this

stage of crop growth was 8 to 12 inches and crop density
remained low (Figure 23).

At the other soil compaction site,

crop height was 5 to 7 inches with a low crop density.
site appeared medium toned on the imagery.

This

The healthy crop

portion of the field exhibited a light tone.

On the CIR

photography the compaction site was blue in hue while the
healthy crop area hue was red.

Topographic and climatic variables influencing crop

response for this stage of crop growth were also related to
water distribution and were discussed in that section of this
study.

The case study garlic site influenced by past land use

was detectable on CIR photography
season stage of crop growth.

was red to blue in hue.
was blue in hue.

during the mid-

The area once used for pasture

The remaining portion of the field

This possibly relates to a higher incidence

of weeds in the former pasture section of the field.
A section of a case study wheat field was re-seeded
following a spring flood.

This resulted in a higher density

stand of wheat in the re-seeded section.

area was a more solid

The higher density

red hue on the CIR photography in con-
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Figure 23.

Soil compaction's influence on crop density
for a side-roll irrigated mint field.
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trast to a white and red hue mix for the area only seeded
once.

Detected Pre-Harvest/Post-Harvest Crop Response Problems
For the August

5, 1979, CIR photography and September

7, 1979, TIR imagery, soil characteristics, topography,
climate, pest infestation, and the malfunctioning of a sprinkler gun were factors influencing crop response at the pre-

harvest/post-harvest period of crop growth (Table XXXIII).
Soil characteristics affecting crop response at this
stage of crop growth were depth, compaction, and texture.

Soil depth and texture factors were discussed in the water
distribution section of this study.

Soil compaction was detected at the same two sites as
were previously discussed at earlier stages of crop growth.
The crop at both sites was harvested prior to the September
7, 1979, TIR overflight, however, the compaction area was
still detectable.

One compaction site was a dark tone on

the TIR image while the other site was medium in tone.

This

was in contrast to a medium to light tone for the remaining
portion of the fields.

For the August 5, 1979, CIR over-

flight, crop height was 16 to 20 inches at one site and 17
to 20 inches at the other.

Crop density was low at both sites.

The areas were white in hue in contrast to the red hue for

TABLE XXXIII. DETECTED PRE-HARVEST/POST-HARVEST CROP RESPONSE PROBLEMS IN
RELATION TO FIELD CONDITIONS, AUGUST 5, 1979, CIR PHOTOGRAPHY
AND SEPTEMBER 7, 1979, TIR IMAGERY.

Crop

Irrig.

Method

Interpreted
Feature

Tone
Feature

TIR
Tone
Field

Contrast

Hue

CIR
Hue

Contrast

Feature Field

Alfalfa

HS

Shallow soils

Dark

Med.

Medium

Mint

SR

Soil compaction Dark

Med.

Medium

White

Red

Medium

Soil compaction Med.

Med./
Light

Medium

White

Red

Medium

Mint

HS/SR

Mint

CP

Winter kill

White

Red

High

Mint

CP

White

Red

High

Mint

CP

Canal and underground pipeline fill
Pest infestation

Blue

Red

High

Mint

CP

Saline seep

White

Red

High

Mint

CP

Malfunctioning
sprinkler gun

White

Red

High
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the healthy crop area.

An old canal fill, pest infestation, saline seep, winter
kill, and the malfunctioning of a sprinkler gun were all

factors detected on the August 5, 1979, CIR photography
as

influencing crop response on a case study center pivot

irrigated mint field (Figure 19).

This field was not within

the September 7, 1979, TIR overflight coverage.

Characteristics of the canal fill and malfunctioning
of the sprinkler gun were discussed in the section examining
factors influencing water distribution.

The canal fill area

was a white hue as was the crop area affected by the malfunctioning of the sprinkler gun.

The winter kill area, with older mint than the remaining field and slightly lower in elevation, was also white
in hue.

This area was characterized by a low crop density,

and a high incidence of weed and wilt infestation (Figure
24).

Saline seep destroyed the crop health, resulting in a
white hue on the CIR photograph. Although the signature is
similar to compaction and winter kill sites, the relative
position of the feature, away from the edge of the field,
is somewhat unique.

Cutworm infested mint resulted in a blue hue on the CIR
photograph in contrast to the red hue of healthy crop areas
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Figure 24.

Boundary between older, winter killed
mint(left), and younger more vigorous
mint stand.
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of mint.

The section of the field infested was older, and

when weakened by winter climatic conditions, became susceptible to pest infestation.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The North Unit Irrigation District
The North Unit Irrigation District, an irrigation project
developed under the guidelines of the Bureau of Reclamation,
is an area of limited water supply where the efficient
utilization and control of irrigation water is essential.
The District is part of the Deschutes River Basin, a broad
intermountain plain sloping slightly to the North.

The 58,800

acres of irrigated land is in an area approximately six to
ten miles wide and thirty miles long.

In combination with irrigation, the generally smooth
surfaces, well-drained soils, and sufficient frost-free

period, provide favorable land resource base conditions for
many varieties of crops to reach maturity.
Principal Parameters of the Irrigation

Water Management System
With water availability limited, efficient monitoring
of the irrigation water management system is necessary.
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This system consists of three component parts:

(1) the

conveyance sub-system, (2) the water application sub-system,
and (3) the crop management sub-system.

The Conveyance Sub-System
A significant amount of irrigation water is lost each
year to irrigators in the North Unit due to canal leakage

from portions of the unlined earthen conveyance system.
Approximately 1 acre-foot per acre of irrigated land in the

North Unit is lost to irrigation use each year due to this
problem.

A portion of this, 29,078 acre-feet of water

(1979 irrigation season), was lost between the main canal

system and the farm fields.

Water Application Sub-System
Within the water application sub-system, side-roll was
the dominant method used in the district in 1979.

Other

methods employed included hand-set, solid-set, center pivot,
and furrow.

Each method has advantages and disadvantages for

meeting crop water needs.

Decisions on the method employed

in the North Unit were based upon farmer preference, characteristics of crops, and land qualities that may influence
water management efficiency.

The side-roll and center pivot

methods were generally adaptable to a wide-range of soils
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and crop types.
its

The hand-set method was more versatile in

adaptability to irregular shaped fields and to uneven

topography.

The solid-set system was used on smaller fields

where frequent irrigations were required, and the furrow
method was particularly effective in maximizing water available for penetration into the root zone of the crop.
Crop Management Sub-System

The major crops in the North Unit Irrigation District
for the 1979 irrigation season were bluegrass, mint, potatoes,
and wheat.

To maximize yields and the use of irrigation water

for crops, the farmer in the North Unit must be familiar with

crop calendar characteristics, crop rotation and tillage

practices, crop response to fertilizers, herbicides, and
pesticides, and soil characteristics.

Crop disease, soil

characteristics, weeds, climatic conditions, lodging, and
herbicide residual were mentioned by case study farmers as
factors affecting plant health.
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Summary of Remote Sensing Applications To
Irrigation Water Management in the North Unit

Conveyance System Leakage Detection
Aerial reconnaissance using TIR imagery can provide
an effective and practical method of detecting conveyance
system leakage sites.

TIR imagery was flown at 2100 hours

on May 21, 1979, over the Main North Unit Canal, and on
July 7, 1979,at 1300 hours over a section of the canal lateral
system.

Thirty-nine potential leakage sites were identified

on the TIR imagery of which 12 were verified by ground
observation as leakage sites.

Although the percent success

between interpreted and verified leakage sites was low, the
potential amount of time saved over ground checking the entire conveyance system is high.

An oblong shape was characteristic of verified canal
leakage sites on the imagery.

Tone exhibited by the leakage

site was generally dark on the 2100 hour May 21, 1979, TIR
imagery and light on the 1300 hour July 7, 1979 imagery.
Image contrast was greater between leakage sites and the
surrounding area on the 1300 hour TIR negative image transparency over that on the 2100 hour TIR imagery.

Canal characteristics at verified canal leakage sites

were within the normal range of canal characteristics in
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the North Unit

and it would be difficult to suggest that

any one canal characteristic was responsible for canal
leakage.

Bank characteristics at canal leakage sites included
a high incidence of Madras loam or Madras sandy loam soil
series adjacent to the leakage sites.

Soil structure at

bank sites was predominantly granular to sub-angular blocky.

Mean bank slope was 86.17 percent with a bank slope aspect
characteristically southeast and north.

Cattails and dense

grass were common vegetation features.

Characteristics of canal leakage include a mean leakage
area width of 5.67 feet and mean length of 129.50 feet.

Seventy-five percent of the leakage sites were oblong in
shape.

A high percentage of canal leakages were adjacent

to the mid-side of a field on a straight section of the
canal.

Detection of Problems Associated With Water
Distribution and Crop Response in Relation
to Field Conditions
Overflight Coverage

Overflights were made for three crop observation periods:

pre - emergence /emergence, mid-growing season, and pre-
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harvest /post - harvest.

Thermal infrared imagery was flown

over a planned flightline on May 24, July 7, and September 7,
1979.

The May 24 and September 7 overflights were made at

2100 hours, in contrast to the July 7 overflight, which was
made at 1300 hours.

Color infrared aerial photography was

taken May 12, July 9, and August 5, 1979, at approximately
1200 hours.

TIR Imagery and Crop-Water Stress
Through ground observations made in conjunction with
the thermal infrared overflights, it can be concluded that
the use of variations between apparent crop canopy temperature (exhibited on the TIR imagery) and ambient air temperature, as an indicator of irrigation water needs, holds true for

several crop types on case study farms in the North Unit.

Water Distribution Problem Detection
For the pre-emergence/emergence overflights, water distribution problems resulting from the irrigator and irrigation
system, and soils were detectable parameters.

Irrigators

influenced non-uniform water distribution through overextension of the side-roll irrigation system and by using

furrow irrigation on sandy soils when a sprinkler system
would have provided a more uniform water distribution.
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Soil factors that affected water distribution included soil
texture and soil depth.

For the mid-growing season overflights the irrigation
system, canals and land resource base characteristics were
major detectable parameters influencing water distribution.

Over-extension during watering of the side-roll method resulted in a non-uniform water distribution.

The plugging

of a lateral canal suffocated a portion of a wheat stand
and disrupted normal water application and drainage.

Char-

acteristics of soils, topography, and climate were other
detected factors influencing water distribution.

For the pre-harvest/post-harvest overflights, water
distribution problems detected were similar to those interpreted in the first two image and photographic sets but also
included malfunctioning sprinkler heads, the influence
of past land use on water distribution, and the
irregularity in crop maturity due to non-uniform water
application.

Detection of Crop Response Problems Associated With Field
Conditions

For the pre-emergence/emergence stage of crop growth,
the remote sensing imagery and photography can be used to
detect crop response problems associated with soil charac-
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teristics, topography, climate, disease, irregularities in
drill and herbicide applications, and past land use.

Soil

characteristics affecting crop response and detectable on
the imagery and photography included soil compaction, depth,
and texture.

For the mid-growing season overflights, soil characteristics (e.g. compaction, depth, and texture), topography,

climate, re-seeding and past land use were detectable factors
influencing crop growth.

Detected pre-harvest/post-harvest factors influencing
crop response included soil characteristics, topography,
climate, pest infestation, and the malfunctioning of a sprinkler.

Soil characteristics influencing crop response included

soil depth, compaction, and texture.

Advantages of TIR Imagery and CIR Photography

Each of the remote sensing systems used in this study
had advantages for detecting specific problems associated
with irrigation water management.

The thermal infrared

imagery was particularly useful for analyzing canal leakage, uniformity of water distribution at all stages of crop
growth, and for detecting apparent crop canopy temperatures
as an indicator of crop stress.

The color infrared photography was useful for detecting
crop stress resulting from a variety of field conditions.
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These field conditions included the physical paramaters
of the land resource base, the

influence of irrigators

through tillage practices, the affect of irregular water
applications, and the influence of the application of
herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers or the unexpected
system problems (canal or irrigation system).

Potential of an Integrated Remote Sensing
Applications Program
Irrigators and agricultural officials in the North Unit
Irrigation District have been responsive to the type of remote sensing applications examined in this study.
imagery interpretation pinpointed problem areas

After

within the

water management system, irrigators incorporated some of the
findings into their management decisions.

A remote sensing program of this type can be economical
if organized in the proper fashion.

Thermal

infrared

overflights by irrigators on an individual basis would be
too costly.

If organized, however, at the irrigation

district level, thermal infrared overflights could be
scheduled during the irrigation season as part of the
Oregon National Guard training missions.
For color infrared overflights, the cost during the 1979

irrigation season was approximately $150.00 per overflight
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for an aerial coverage of 16,000 acres.

Again, if the farm-

ers organized such a reconnaissance program on a district
the cost per
level through the irrigation district office,
farm would be minimal. A summary of the potential appli-

water management
cations which can improve irrigation
in Table XXXIV.
in the North Unit is included

Concluding Remarks

In an area where the efficient utilization and control
of irrigation water is essential, remote sensing can pro-

vide irrigators with a practical and inexpensive tool for
detecting problems associated with the irrigation water
management system.

In this way corrective courses of action

can be taken.

As a tool, remote sensing techniques can limit the

otherwise required on-site field inspection to problem
areas.

In this regard, when used in conjunction with

good management practices, remote sensing can provide

water managers with an additional technique for making
wise management decisions which maximize the efficiency of
irrigation water use and crop yields.
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TABLE XXXIV.

SUMMARY OF REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS TO
IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT.

Pre-Emergence/Emergence

1.

Determine critical areas of water loss from the
conveyance system.

2.

Check for non-uniformity of water distribution due to
human error (over-extension of the irrigation system)
or the malfunctioning of the irrigation system.

3.

Examine the influence of field conditions (e.g. soil
characteristics) on water distribution.

4.

Determine the influence of field conditions (e.g. soils,
topography) and climate on crop response.

5.

Check the effectiveness of pesticide and herbicide

applications on the control of weed infestation and
pest outbreaks.
6.

Determine where plant disease occurs and its extent.

7.

Check germination success for possible crop response
problems associated with equipment failures (e.g.
irregularity in drill pattern) or human error (e.g.
too great a plow depth destroying root structure on
perennial).

8.

Note possible influences of past land use on germination
success and stand establishment.
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TABLE XXXIV.

SUMMARY OF REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS TO
IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT. (Continued)

Mid-Growing Season
1.

Continue monitoring of critical areas of water loss
associated with canal leakage.

2.

Continue monitoring non-uniformity of water distribution

associated with human error or the malfunctioning of
the irrigation system.
3.

Monitor the influence of land resource parameters
(soil,

4.

topography, and climate) on water distribution.

Determine the extent of crop damage due to irregular
field conditions resulting from unexpected system
malfunctions (e.g. backwater due to plugging).

5.

Continue to monitor the influence of field surface
conditions (soils and topography) and climate on crop
response.

6.

Monitor the effectiveness of re-seeding.

7.

Continue to note possible influences of past land use
on crop response.

8.

Check for possible crop health problems associated with
water stress, pests, or disease.
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TABLE XXXIV.

SUMMARY OF REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS TO
IRRIGATION WATER MANAGEMENT. (Continued)

Pre- Harvest/Post- Harvest
1.

Continue to monitor critical areas of water loss
associated with canal leakage.

2.

Continue to monitor irregularities in water distribution
due to human error or the malfunctioning of the
irrigation system.

3.

Continue to assess the influence of irregular land
surface conditions on water distribution.

4.

Check stand readiness for harvest in relation to

non-uniformity of crop maturity and the extent of
crop conditions (lodging and weed infestation) that
may affect harvest conditions.
5.

Continue to monitor the influence of land surface
conditions and climate on crop response.

6.

Determine conditions of the post-harvested field and
its suitability for cultivation and re-planting.

7.

Assess the thoroughness of post-harvest practices
(e.g. field burning).
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I. FIELD SITE DATA
FIELD:
SITE:

TIME AND DATE:
LOCATION:

SOIL CHARACTERISTICS:
SERIES:
TEXTURE:

STRUCTURE:
MOISTURE:
TEMPERATURE:

INFILTRATION RATE:

OTHER PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
WIND:

SLOPE:

ASPECT:

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS:
RELATIVE HUMIDITY:
SPECIFIC HUMIDITY:
AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE:
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE:

SITE RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS:
NET RADIATION:
PRT-5 READING:

CROP CHARACTERISTICS:
TYPE:
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ROW DIRECTION:
ROW SPACING:
HEIGHT:
HEALTH:

PAST CROP:

IRRIGATION METHOD:

OTHER NOTED CHARACTERISTICS:
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II. CANAL SITE DATA
SITE NUMBER:

CANAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ORIENTATION:
WIDTH:

DEPTH:

VELOCITY:

BANK CHARACTERISTICS:
SOIL SERIES:

SOIL TEXTURE:
SOIL STRUCTURE:
SOIL MOISTURE:
INFILTRATION RATE:
VEGETATIVE COVER:
SLOPE:

ASPECT:

LEAKAGE CHARACTERISTICS:
WIDTH LEAK:
LENGTH LEAK:

SHAPE LEAK:

ASSOCIATED FEATURES:
OTHER NOTED CHARACTERISTICS:
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III. QUESTIONNAIRE

"Hello, I am Duane Nellis, the graduate student from
Oregon State University that recently sent you a letter
inquiring about possible use of your fields for my research.

Your fields will provide me with a diversity of irrigation
methods, crop types and physical characteristics needed in this
study.

May I have permission to use your fields?

All informa-

tion you provide me will be strictly confidential and no
direct reference to your farm will be made in this study.
PLANTING CHARACTERISTICS:
CROP TYPE:

PLANTING DATE:

PLANTING TECHNIQUE:
EMERGENCE DATE:
HEADING AND/OR FLOWERING DATE:
HARVESTING DATE:
CROP HISTORY:
CROP

YIELD

1977
1978

IF YOU CHANGED CROP TYPE FROM LAST YEAR, WHY?
DO YOU ROTATE YOUR CROPS? WHAT IS THE SEQUENCE OF ROTATION?
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WHAT FERTILIZERS, PESTICIDES, AND HERBICIDES DO YOU USE ON THIS
FIELD?
TYPE

AMOUNT

APPROX. DATE APPLIED METHOD APPL.

CHARACTERISTICS OF IRRIGATION:
IRRIGATION METHOD:

WHY DO YOU USE THE IRRIGATION METHOD THAT YOU USE?
COST

SIZE/SHAPE FIELD
TYPE CROP
SOILS

TOPOGRAPHY

WATER EFFICIENCY
WATER AVAILABILITY AND COST
LABOR SAVINGS

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS OF THE AREA
POWER REQUIREMENTS AND COST
OTHER
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IRRIGATION SCHEDULE:

WHEN IS THE IRRIGATION SEASON FOR THIS CROP?
HOW OFTEN DO YOU IRRIGATE THIS CROP?
WHEN IS THE PEAK PERIOD OF IRRIGATION WATER USE FOR THIS
CROP?

HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHEN TO IRRIGATE THIS CROP?

CROP HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS:

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE COMMON CROP HEALTH PROBLEMS THAT
YOU HAVE ENCOUNTERED ON THIS FIELD?

ARE THEIR OTHER FEATURES OF THIS FIELD THAT YOU FEEL MAY SHOW

UP ON THE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY?
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IV. FAMILY CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS

Series

Classification

Agency

Fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Xerollic
Camborthid

Era

Coarse-loamy, mixed, mesic Calciorthidic
Haploxeroll

Lamonta

Fine, montmorillonitic, mesic Abruptic
Aridic Durixeroll

Madras

Fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Xerollic
Durargid

Metolius

Coarse-loamy, mixed, mesic Durixerollic
Camborthid
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V. WEEKLY WEATHER OBSERVATION AVERAGES FOR THE 1979
IRRIGATION SEASON

Temp Max

Temp Min

Temp Ave

Ppt Total Evap Total
Icd- s

B-.

B..

- 7

55.9

37.0

46.4

.10

8 -14

53.0

31.6

42.3

.08

15-21

53.3

31.3

42.3

.36

22-28

58.1

37.9

48.o

.17

May
29- 5

68.7

41.7

55.2

.08

.96

6 -12

60.0

33.3

46.7

.23

1.15

13-19

74.9

41.4

58.2

.00

2.30

20-26
June
27- 2

78.4

46.7

62.6

.11

1.87

70.6

36.6

53.6

.00

2.02

3 -9

76.0

44.3

60.2

.00

2.45

10-16

78.4

43.6

61.0

.00

2.19

17-23

68.9

42.0

55.4

.23

1.96

24-30
July

85.9

50.3

68.1

.00

2.47

- 7

74.7

45.4

60.1

.00

2.34

8 -14

79.1

49.0

64.1

.00

2.13

15-21

95.3

57.o

76.2

.00

2.87

22-28

87.9

48.o

67.9

.00

2.71

29- 4

87.1

48.6

67.9

.00

2.44

5 -11

86.7

47.0

66.9

.00

2.34

12-18

81.3

50.3

65.8

.09

1.80

19-25
Sep
26- 1

73.9

50.4

62.2

1.08

1.22

74.1

49.4

61.8

.63

.92

April
1

1

Aug
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Temp Max

Temp Min

Temp Ave

(Deg F)

(Deg F)

(Deg F)

Ppt Total Evap Total
(Inches)

(Inches)

Sep
2 - 8

76.1

48.0

62.1

.27

1.20

9 -15

76.9

41.9

59.4

.00

1.59

16-22

85.7

47.7

66.7

.00

1.76

23-29
Oct
3o- 6

76.9

42.1

59.5

.00

1.21

78.3

40.3

59.3

.00

1.27

7 -13

74.9

40.1

57.5

.00

1.10

14-20

61.6

40.9

51.2

.81

.46

21-27

50.3

40.4

45.4

.95
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VI.

SUMMARY OF CROP TYPE AND IRRIGATION METHOD FOR THE 20
FIELDS IN WHICH INTERVIEW DATA WAS GATHERED FROM THE
CASE STUDY FARMERS.

Field

Crop Type

Irrigation Method

1

Alfalfa

Hand-set

2

Barley

Side-roll

3

Bluegrass

Center Pivot

4

Bluegrass

Furrow

5

Bluegrass

Furrow

6

Bluegrass

Furrow

7

Carrot Seed

Furrow

8

Garlic

Furrow

9

Garlic

Hand-set

10

Garlic

Side-roll

11

Mint

Center Pivot

12

Mint

Furrow

13

Mint

Side-roll

14

Mint

Side-roll/Hand-set

15

Mint

Side-roll/Hand-set

16

Potatoes

Solid-set

17

Spring Wheat

Furrow

18

Spring Wheat

Side-roll

19

Winter Wheat

Furrow

20

Winter Wheat

Side-roll

H
H
CI H

LAND CAPABILITY ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD FOR THE
FIELD SURVEYED AREA.
VIs

VIIe

Lai

Total

Its

Lae

531.69

15.61

20.21

12.86

656.58

Furrow

314.97 2751.13 125.87

35.82

4.59

3232.38

Hand-set

184.58

771.96 184.56

32.15

40.40

1213.65

3.67 116.62

62.45

5051.49

Method

I

Center Pivot 76.21

IVe

IVs

VIe

H tcl

0

tiHhd
2H
1-3 1-3

0
02:)

1-11 Lai

1-3Z

Side-roll

717.17 3904.57'235.99

7.35

3.67

tr)

Solid-set

31.22

106.52

S/H/F

280.99

163.45

137.74
5.51

58.77 15.61

7.35

8.86

539.94

0
trio
L-1 Lai
FA

?:4

Total

1605.14 8229.32 620.80 22.96

3.67

9.18 212.15 128.56

10831.78

H
U

tti-1

xJx

t

to

2

LAND CAPABILITY ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD FOR
CASE STUDY FARMS.

Method

I

Center Pivot

Furrow

Its

IIIe

VIs

Vie

VIIe

80.81

Total
80.81

146.00

261.71

7.36

1.84

416.91

59.70

13.77

6.42

.92

80.81

Side-roll

286.50

441.67

33.06

12.85

Solid-set

31.22

34.89

S/H/F

177.23

21.12

Total

700.65

853.97

Hand-set

.92

775.0o
66.11

13.77

15.61

3.67

24.79

240.58

3.67

25.79

1660.22
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PERCENT SLOPE ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD
FOR FIELD SURVEYED AREA.

3-7

7-12

12-30

Total

618.01

31.22

2.76

4.59

656.58

3099.16

128.63

4.59

3232.38

982.24

207.53

4.59

19.29

1213.65

Side-roll

4725.50

274.56

17.46

33.97

5051.49

Solid-set

137.74

S/H/F

475.66

52.34

.92

Total

10038.31

694.28

25.73

0-3

Method
Center Pivot
Furrow

Hand-set

137.74
11.02

539.94

73.46 10831.78

PERCENT SLOPE ACREAGE BY IRRIGATION METHOD
FOR CASE STUDY FARMS.

Method
Center Pivot
Furrow

0-3

3-7

7-12

12-30

Total

80.81

80.81

409.55

7.36

416.61

73.47

7.34

80.81

Side-roll

732.76

41.32

Solid-set

66.11

Hand-set

.92

51.67
33.06

S/H/F

223.14

13.77

Total

1585.84

69.79

0.00

3.67

240.58

4.59

1660.22
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FIELD SHAPE BY IRRIGATION METHOD FOR THE
FIELD SURVEYED AREA.

Method

Rect.

Center Pivot(C)

Irreg.

Square

Triang. Circ.

Total

0

5

3

0

4

12

Furrow(F)

93

41

14

4

0

152

Hand-set(H)

14

37

2

3

0

56

Side-roll(S)

78

37

27

1

0

143

Solid-set(Ss)

3

3

0

0

0

6

S/H/F

4

4

5

1

0

14

Total

192

127

51

9

4

383

FIELD SHAPE BY IRRIGATION METHOD FOR THE
CASE STUDY FARMS.

Method

Rect.

Irreg.

Square

Triang. Circ.

Total

Center Pivot(C)

0

1

0

0

0

Furrow(F)

6

6

2

1

0

15

Hand-set(H)

0

4

0

0

0

4

Side-roll(S)

9

4

2

0

0

15

Solid-set(Ss)

0

2

0

0

0

2

S/H/F

2

0

4

0

0

6

Total

17

17

8

1

0

43

1
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VIII.

REASONS FOR SELECTING IRRIGATION METHOD.

Reason

Frequency of Responses

Better yields

3

Convenient

3

Cost

5

Existing method

4

Labor savings

5

Less skill required

1

Moisture penetration

1

Size/shape of field

2

Soils

1

Topography

2

Type of crop

7

Water availability and cost

2

Water efficiency

7

a

Based on 20 total field interview sheets completed by
the six case study farmers.
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IX.

EXAMPLES OF CROP ROTATION EMPLOYED BY CASE STUDY
FARMERS.

Sequence Rotation
Bluegrass-Grain-Potatoes-Carrot Seed
Bluegrass-Grain-Garlic-Mint
Bluegrass-Potatoes-Grain-Garlic
Bluegrass-Mint-Grain
Bluegrass-Grain-Potatoes
Grain-Mint-Potatoes
Bluegrass-Grain-Garlic
Garlic-Mint-Grain
Bluegrass-Mint
Garlic-Grain
Garlic-Mint

Source: Personal interviews with case study farmers.
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X.

CAPABILITY FOR SOIL SERIES IN THE FIELD SURVEYED
AREA.

Soil Series

Symbol

Capability

Agency gravelly loam

Ab

IIIe

Agency gravelly loam, eroded

Ac

IIIe

Agency gravelly loam

Ad

IVe

Agency loam

Af

Its

Agency loam, eroded

Ag

Its

Agency loam

Ah

IIIe

Agency loam, eroded

Ak

IIIe

Agency loam, stony

Ao

VIs

Agency loam, stony

Ap

VIs

Agency loam, stony

As

VIe

Agency sandy loam

Au

Its

Agency sandy loam, eroded

Av

Its

Agency sandy loam, eroded

Ax

IIIe

Era sandy loam

Ea

Its

Era sandy loam, eroded

Eb

Its

Era sandy loam

Ec

IIIe

Era sandy loam, eroded

Ed

IIIe

Lamonta loam

Lf

Its

Lamonta loam, eroded

Lg

Its

Lamonta loam

Lh

IIIe

Lamonta loam, shallow

Lr

IVs

Lamonta loam, stony

Lv

VIs
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Soil Series

Symbol

Capability

Lamonta loam, stony

Lw

VIs

Madras loam

Ma

Its

Madras loam, eroded

Mb

Its

Madras loam, eroded

Md

IIIe

Madras sandy loam, eroded

Mec

IIIe

Madras sandy loam

Med

IIs

Madras sandy loam, eroded

Mef

Its

Madras sandy loam

Meh

IIIe

Madras sandy loam, eroded

Mel

IIIe

Madras loam

Mg

Its

Madras loam, eroded

Mh

Its

Madras sandy loam

Mld

IVs

Madras sandy loam

Mie

IVe

Madras loam

Mm

VIs

Madras loam

Mn

VIs

Madras sandy loam

Mol

VIs

Madras sandy loam

Mos

VIe

Madras loamy sand, eroded

Mr

IVe

Madras sandy loam

Ms

Its

Metolius sandy loam

Mta

I

Metolius sandy loam, eroded

Mtc

I

Metolius sandy loam

Mtd

IIIe

Metolius sandy loam, eroded

Mte

IIIe
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Soil Series

Symbol

Capability

Madras sandy loam, eroded

Mt

Its

Madras sandy loam

Mu

IIIe

Madras sandy loam, eroded

My

IIIe

Madras sandy loam, eroded

Mz

IVe

Rough stony land

Rs

VIIe

Scabland

Sa

Vile

Scabland

Sb

VIIe

Source:

Soil Survey: Deschutes Area Oregon, Soil Conservation
Service, 1958

LAND CAPABILITY BY CROP TYPE FOR CASE STUDY FARMS.

Crop

I

Its

IIIe

VIs

VIe

VIIe

Total

22.04

44.08

Alfalfa

21.12

Barley

29.38

Bluegrass

56.94

78.97

135.91

Carrot Seed

26.63

4.59

31.22

Mint

29.38

11.94

Fallow
Garlic

.92

4.59

146.92

81.72

65.20

240.58

516.06

36.73

15.61

24.79

5.51

20.20

5.52

Pasture

22.04

5.51

3.67

.92

813.57

5.51

56.01

127.63

Potatoes

68.87

53.24

Red Clover

28.47

7.35

1.84

2.75

1.84

6.43

Wheat

145.10

124.89

16.52

286.51

Total

700.65

890.70

70.71

Ryegrass

2.75

41.32

3.67

31.22

38.57

1,738.27

STUDY FARMS.
PERCENT SLOPE BY CROP TYPE FOR THE CASE

Crop

0-3%

Alfalfa

44.08

Barley

29.38

Bluegrass

3-7%

7-12%

12-30%

N.C.

Total

44.08
29.38
135.91

135.91

31.22

Carrot Seed

31.22

Fallow

11.94

Garlic

146.92
763.07

45.91

4.59

813.57

Mint

40.40

10.10

5.51

56.01

122.11

5.52

Pasture

Potatoes

22.04

10.10

146.92

127.63
38.57

Red Clover

38.57

4.59

1.84

Wheat

269.99

16.52

Total

1638.18

89.99

Ryegrass

6.43
286.51

0.00

10.10

1,738.27
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XII.

ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS FOR EACH OF
THE THREE CIR AND TIR OVERFLIGHTS.

May 24, 1979,T1R Overflight
Interpreted
Feature

Tone of
Feature

Contrast

Garlic

banding from sideroll

Med./Dark

Medium

Red Clover

uneven stand

Light/Med.

Medium

Mint

banding

Med./Light

Medium

Mint

watering character-

Light/Med.

Medium

Crop

istic

July 7, 1979,TIR Overflight
Crop

Interpreted
Feature

Tone of
Feature

Contrast

Alfalfa

rocky area

Dark

High

Mint

compaction

Dark

High

Mint

plowed too deep,
took out roots

Dark

High

Mint

post flood area

Dark

High

Red Clover

uneven stand

Light, some
Dark

Medium

Mint

rocky, wilt, cutworm, skip in water
pattern

Dark

High

Wheat

post flooding
problems

Dark

High

Bluegrass

sheep corral area

Very Dark

Low

Wheat

quackgrass sprayed

Dark

High

Wheat

spray leaked out

Dark

High

Mint

wilt, weak stand
watering problems

Dark

High
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September 7, 1979,TIR Overflight

Crop

Interpreted
Feature

Tone of
Feature

Contrast

Alfalfa

rocky area

Dark

Medium

Mint

compaction

Light

Low

Mint

plowed too deep
took out roots

Dark

Medium

Mint

past flooded area

Dark

Low

Red Clover

uneven stand

Medium

Medium

Mint

rocky, wilt, watering
problems

Dark

Medium

Wheat

post ponding

Light

Medium

Bluegrass

past sheep corral
area

Dark

Low

Wheat

quackgrass sprayed

Medium

Low

Garlic

watering problem

Light banding

Medium

Wheat

spray leaked out

Medium

Medium

May 12, 1979,CIR Overflight

Crop

Interpreted
Feature

Hue of
Feature

Contrast

Red Clover

uneven stand

Pink/White

Medium

Bluegrass

uneven stand

Red/White

High
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July 9, 1979,CIR Overflight
Interpreted
Feature

Hue of
Feature

Potatoes

planted later
than healthy
stand

Pink to
White

Medium

Alfalfa

rocky area

Lt. Blue

Medium

Mint

compaction

White

High

Mint

past flooded area

Lt. to Dk.
Blue

High

Mint

plowed too deep,
took out roots

Dk. Blue

Medium

Mint

rocky, winter kill,
cutworm, skip in
water pattern

White to Lt.
Blue

High

Wheat

former ponding

Dk. Blue

High

Bluegrass

past sheep corral

Blue

High

Wheat

quackgrass sprayed

Lt. Blue

High

Garlic

too much water killed crop

Blue

Medium

Wheat

spray leaked out

Lt. Blue

Medium

Crop

Contrast
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August 5, 1979, CIR Overflight

Crop

Interpreted
Feature

Hue of
Feature

Contrast

Alfalfa

rocky

White

Medium

Mint

compaction

White

Medium

Mint

post ponding

Lt. Blue

Medium

Mint

plowed too deep,
took roots out

White

High

Wheat

post ponding

White/Lt. Blue

Low

Wheat

spray leaked out

White/Lt. Blue

Medium

Mint

wilt, weak stand,
watering problem

White

High
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